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THREE PILLARS OF A NEW ZIONISM
researchers who have their
ALARM
fingers
IS EXPRESSED
on the heart beat
BY
of
the Jewish communities in Britain
and the United States at the current
feelingsofthoseJewsaboutthestate
of Israel. They report a growing
discomfort and a painful inner
conflict. Dangerously, both are
increasingly
expressed
in
disengagement.
The conflict is summed up in the
widespread unease at what is reported
by the BBC and the way it is reported.
But it is also coupled with the private
belief that a lot of it is tine and merited.
The signs of disengagement are already
apparent, certainly within the Reform
community, and are every bit as
alarming as the researchers believe them
to be.

Now is no time to distance ourselves,
let alone to disengage. Paradoxically,
the distinction between Jews in Israel
and Jews in the Diaspora was never less
real or meaningful. We are `in it'
together and our perspective is vital.
So how should we construct our
Zionism at this challenging time?
It should rest upon three pillars,
represented by three insights expressed

particularly eloquently in the last few
months.
The first pillar is one of measured
realism and clear-sightedness expressed

try th!e Jewish Chronicle and Guardian
columnist Jonathan Freedland.
Freedland expresses deep concern
that time is running out for the TwoState Solution. The window is closing
as Islamic fundamentalism increases its

grip and more and more Palestinians
realise that the agreement so nearly
reached in the last days of the Clinton
presidency gave them only 35% of the
land.

Yet there is no conceivable alternative for Israel, for us. The status quo will
rapidly lead to Jewish rule over an Arab
majority and all the evidence is that the
world will not tolerate minority rule.
Non-viable Palestinian enclaves or
population ``resettlement" or put more
brutally expulsion are utterly unacceptable intemationally.
The alternative, now increasingly
widely canvassed, of a bi-national state,
finds little encouragement in history and
will lead inexorably to Jews losing their
majority by the year 2020. With that,
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the drealn of a Jewish state is killed by
demographics.
Clear-sighted realism indicates the
two state solution to be the only answer.
Yet, says Freedland, ``we are becoming
a people that cannot take `yes' for an
answer".
The second pillar is provided by the
British-born Israeli Rabbi Michael
Marmur, Dean of Hebrew Union
College in Jerusalem. It is expressed in
the imperative to engage.
Marmur, writing in the January 2004
issue of A44NZVA, says: "Don't despair

- I offer this advice not as a panacea,
but as a theology. However tempting it
may be to conclude that the problems
are too intractable, the bloodshed too
awful, the seductive powers of despair
are to be resisted at all costs. Don't
demonize - many are coping with the
complexities of the Middle East
situation by concocting comic-book
readings of the situation. They know
who the baddies are and they blame all
the ills of Israel/Palestine on the chosen
object of their opprobrium. My own
sense is that almost any position you
wish to take can be taken up with love
and with real involvement. By love I
mean a true generosity of spirit which
allows you to see what is happening in
Israel through the eyes of real men and
women, and not simply in generic
terms. Don't delegate - some years ago
my father coined the term `vicarious
Judaism', wherein Jews get their
fulfilment at one remove. Rather than
create a personal link to Israel, we find
an intermediary, and pay where
appropriate. This is not on."
The underlying imperative, as
articulated by Rabbi Marmur, is to
engage. The full gamut of emotions,
reactionsandperspectivesheldbyBritish
Jews is lnirrored by Israeli Jews. There is
not a Jew in this country who camot find
Israeli individuals, finilies, programmes
and institutions who share similar
emotions,reactionsandperspectives.The
imperative is to build a gesfeer chczz., a
livingbridgewithsoulmates.Tomultiply
encounter, 77iz/gczs%. To engage.

The third pillar is clearly contained
in the phrase `principled Zionism'.

Though provocative, it highlights three
values - love of czm Hsrcze/ and the
recognition that cz77t #srcze/ can only

truly live in relationship with others.
Love of peace and the recognition that

peace can only come about through
justice and compromise. The deepest
passion for ending violence and bloodshed. These are the prerequisites to
reconciliation and co-existence.
Echoing Rabbi Marmur's call not to
despair, the `Omer Project', which Rabbi
Jeffiey Newman created over the seven
weeks between Pesach and Shavuot this
year, led to a renewal of hope for those
involved. On both sides, says Rabbi
Newlnan, there are so many outstanding
individuals engaged in creative projects
which flourish even in this wretched period. Rabbi Newman continues:
"Principled' Zionism suggests that,
while we recognise the importance of the
UJIA as the premier charity supporting
Israel, we also give our support for Israel by highlighting Rabbis for Hulnan
Rights, including the Israel Religious
Action Centre of our own World Union
for Progressive Judaism, joining the
multi-faith Inter-religious Co-ordinating
Council, and supporting the 200 projects
of the New Israel Fund. By allying ourselves with these five groupings, we
become a part of the most vital work in
the State of Israel.
Support here is not merely financial,
though that is vital. Equally importantly
it means we publicise to our
communities and the wider society, the
work of these five groupings. These five,
in their turn, bring us into contact with
many more, like the courage and
dedication of the Bereaved Parents
Circle whose members, including both
Israelis and Palestinians, tour the world
in the hope that they may bring about a
situation where no more parents on
either side will have to suffer the
unbearable pain of the loss of a child.
``Through this approach, we will

ensure that our synagogues will be the
first stop for visitors from these projects.
Together, we will show that the work
of reconciliation and co-existence is
thriving, even now."
At this most challenging of times,
Newman, Marmur and Freedland
provide us with three pillars on which
to develop a Zionism for the present and
the future which can ease the discomfort
and conflict in our minds and hearts and
sustain Israel and the Jewish people
through dark times. Reconciliation and
co-existence, engagement and clearsighted realism are the pillars. We must
get to work on all three .

HUMAN RIGHTS
START WITH ASYLUM
In February 2004 the British Reform Movement held a seninar
for twenty ftye rabbis, twerty five la:wyers and twenty ftye human
rights activists - with three leading Christians and three leading
Muslins adrising and listening in.
The aim of the seminar was to rofocus action for
social justice and give it a "kick start" .
Papers by Cherie Booth QC and Rabbi Tory Bayfield were
pre-circ:u,lated and both spoke at the seninar.
Ms Booth's paper is published as the MANNA Essay and Rabbi
Bayfield's paper will appear as the MANNA Essay in the next issue.
Shortly bofore the seminar, after he had written the paper but bofore he
had decided on what to say at the senrinar, Rabbi Bayfield met with his
conscience, E[kan Presman, at a well lanown fish and chip shop in Finchley
(this was bof;ore Government health warnings I). In the course Of the
discussion, Rabbi Bayf ield f ;orrlralated his talk,' the text Of which f allows.
Elkan Presman pondered his unease and this follows the Bayfield article.

Tony Bayfield
tonight that I have never dared do
IWANT
before.TO
I want
DO to
SOMETHING
ask for your
partnership and leadership in launching
an initiative that will engage a
significant part of the mainstream of the
Jewish community in this country in a
coherent programme of work for social
justice. Social justice for others, not
ourselves, both here and abroad.
Because we have such small
resources in terms of person-power, let

alone money - we are a tiny
community and all I have at the
moment is a prayer, a song and an
unsupported ambition - I propose we
focus on one area, that of human rights.
Even within that field, we need to
concentrate on just six areas, areas
where we Jews can bring something
special from our tradition and
experience.
That work, for theological and not

just pragmatic reasons, must be
undertaken with our much larger
siblings, Christianity and Islam. I
believe that history has taught us that,
in a democratic society, at least as
much can be achieved by working
with government as denouncing
goverrment.
I have a friend who critiques pretty
much everything that I say. Some of

you will smile with sympathetic
identification, naming in your heart
your favourite media organization,
newspaper editor, synagogue Chair or
child. But the person I am referring to
is a genuine friend and I have leamt to
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listen to his critique and understand the
difference between critique and
criticism.

He offers two powerful cautions.
First, he says, remember the prophetic
tradition. The prophets gave primacy
to the message they felt compelled to
speak. They did not compromise, they
did not trim their message, they
retained their integrity. You, Tony, he
says, are involved in the leadership of
an organization, of an institution. You
are bound to compromise yourself and
your tradition: "Power tends to corrupt
and
absolute
power
corrupts
absolutely".
But, I respond, I also come out of a
priestly tradition which cares for the
group, which recognizes the need to
encompass a range of views, which is
committed to taking people on a
collective journey, the purpose of
which is modestly described in the
Hebrew Bible as being "a blessing to
all the families of the earth".
I need you to help me wrestle with
that waming and that critique. How do
we speak out on behalf of others, how
do we take people with us without
stifling the passion for justice and
destroying the integrity which drives
this enterprise?
One of my teachers, the American
Reform rabbi Eugene Borowitz,
defines the role of the Jew as that of
living in creative maladjustment within
society. By which he means that we are
not to turn our back on society, we are
not to live separate lives but neither

should we become so assimilated or
even so integrated that we cannot fulfil
our mission of being a blessing,
because it often means articulating
uncomfortable truths. That is a real
challenge. There are many of us who
are so conscious of our history and of
its recurring themes that standing out
from the crowd and responding
creatively to the ills of society feels
impossibly dangerous. There are those
of us who are so conscious of our
history and its recurring themes that
we are simply but un-creatively
maladjusted. This is a plea to renew
that role of creative maladjustment
whilst recognising that Jews, like
everyone else, can only bear so much
discomfort and reality.
My friendly critic offered a second
comment, this time more observation
than caution. He said that he was
surprised that I was focusing on Human
RIghts because he saw the concept of
Human RIghts as consisting essentially
of broad statements of almost
Messianic
proportions
whereas
Judaism tends to work with the small,
the immediate, the realizable - with
small individual duties rather than huge
universal rights.
There is much truth in that.
There is a tension in Judaism set up
by the great prophetic vision of a world
transformed, when the very essence of
nature will be so changed that wolves
will live in harmony with lambs and
little children will be able to play over
the holes of poisonous snakes. There is
a distance, a huge distance that we still
have to travel before every human
being will be able to sit under their
vine and under their fig tree and no one
will terrorize them. Although Judaism
gave the world that Messianic vision,
it has also repeatedly got itself into
trouble when it has made the mistake
of what the American Jewish novelist,
Hugh Nissenson has called "forcing the
end". The first century rabbi Yochanan
Ben Zakkai is recorded as saying that
if you are working in your back garden
and someone comes to tell you that the
Messiah has arrived, carry on with
what you are doing, finish the planting
and then amble along to see what all
the fuss is about. It is in many ways a
classic rabbinic comment which
embodies the opposite polarity to the
prophetic vision.

In this regard, I think that the
American scholar Byron Sherwin is on
to something. He says that there is an
impatience, which is not a bad thing, in
Christianity which has its roots in
Jesus' sense of the imminence of the
Kingdom and which was given further
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impetus by the crucifixion and
resurrection. So, you might well say
that the Messianic loftiness and
universality of Human Rights, the
impatience for their total acceptance
and the need for global consistency is a
distinctive Christian contribution to the
partnership.
Whereas Judaism brings a deep
sense of having got its fingers burned
from trying to start at the end, as it
were, or aiming for the stars. It now
offers instead a focus on Zz.4:kef77, repair,

the gradual, step by step approach. The
more I think about it the more sure I
become of the profundity of that well
known rabbinic maxim - /o cz/eAfeczfe

ham 'lachah ligmor -it is not for us to
finish the task but that does not remove
from us the obligation to make a start.
It is the underpinning for a gradualist,
step by step, situation by situation
approach which knows that neither an
inability to complete the task nor the
supposed need for consistency offer
valid alibis.

Furtherm.ore,itisabsolutelytruethat
Jews have been conditioned to think in
terms of mitzvah, the commandment,
the obligation, the duty that flows from
the concept of brz.f - covenant. But that
does not mean that we never think in
terms of rights and if there is one point
above all others that I would want to
repeat, it is that all duties give rise to
correlative rights and the Hebrew word
fzedefr, justice, righteousness, rightness
is the root of the verb /'fecz/zdz.fr to

vindicate one's rights, because duty originating justice - always points in
the direction of the rights of others.
That concern to motivate a group, a
community and remind them of the
puapose of their journey, that emphasis
on the urgent need to make a start on
eating the elephant, that reminder that
fulfilment of duty means vindicating
the rights of others provides the context
for what we Jews bring to the table:
• The concept of a God Who is the
embodiment of the ethical.
• The obligation to act in the image of
an ethical God.
• A concept of law which is
synonymous with justice and
righteousness, which is the teasing
out of the will of God, a teasing out
of the ethical in every imaginable
area and facet of life.
• A realization that none of this is
possible without partnership with
other faiths, particularly the other
two Abrahamic faiths with which
we share the most intimate of
familial relationships.
• An acceptance of the need to work
with power as well as challenging
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the abuse of power.
A vision of society as a salad bowl
in which each element retains its
identity, texture and taste yet gives
of its best to the whole. A society in
which children may study their own
faiths in their own schools or come

has something particular to offer:
One, with the right to justice. To
justice itself, with courts, with judicial
systems and penal systems which
deliverjustice equally and to all. There
can be no doubt about the centrality of
justice in the Jewish tradition, just as
there is no doubt about the attraction of
judicial systems to Jews.

If there is one poihi
above all others that
I would want to
repeat, it i,s that all
duties give rise to
correlative rights
and the Hebrew
word tzedck, justice,
righteousness,
rightness is the root
o/£fee ve7`Z7 1'hatzdik

to vindicate one's

rights, because arty
- originating justice
always points in the
direction Of the
rights Of others.

together in a single school wearing
crucifix, foj7pcz%, turban or scarf if
they so wish.
It matters less where we make a start
than that we make a start somewhere.
What troubles me is that the British
Reform Movement has talked much,
claimed a great deal but done rather
less. That is not to say that individuals

have not done much - this gathering
gives the lie to that. But I am concerned
to educate and galvanize the British
Jewish community as a group and the
Reform section of that community in
particular. So, I suggest we start with
half a dozen areas where I believe
Jewish tradition and Jewish experience

Two, with the right to freedom
from fear and oppression. The right
to live in freedom released from the
obscenity of bondage and the corrosive

affects of fear, symbolised for the
whole of humanity in the image of the
Exodus from Egypt.

Three, with the right of freedom
of expression and belief which Jews
have never been prepared to
compromise on for themselves and
which Jews have recognised as a right
for others too, since biblical times.

Four, with the right to an
equitable standard of living. With the
right to live as human beings are meant
to live, at that standard of living - with
the food and the housing, the clothing,
the medical care and the social security
- that enables human beings to fulfil
their potential and which is implicit in
the restorative vision of the Jubilee and
in the clarion call of Isaiah to share our
food with the hungry.

Five, with the right to asylum
which touches the very heart of the
Jewish experience and raises so starkly
our obligation to know the heart of the
stranger for we have seen strangers
many times and which goes to the heart
of the greatest issue of our time, a
world in which there are millions of
refugees rendered as such by war,
oppression, disease, famine and
poverty.

Six, the right to education. Which
embraces the characteristic Jewish
understanding of the absolute
centrality of leaming both because
without it a minority group can never
retain its distinctive culture and
because education is the key beyond
all others to minimising vulnerability
to
political
manipulation
and
exploitation by extremism and
fundamentalism.
Like it or not, we Jews are the small
but pungent clove of garlic in the salad
bowl, a people tasked collectively with
being a blessing. Our watchword is
justice and our fate is perpetual creative
maladjustment. It is not for us to
complete the task but that offers no
excuse whatsoever for failing to make

a start .
RABBI TONY BAYFIELD I.s ffee fJeczd o/ ffee
Roform Movement in Britain and Editor Of
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mainstream United
Synagogue
Judaism, and it seemed to me that an
obsession with the minutiae of kashrut,
Shabbat observance and the laws of
family purity had rendered the third

vo+"me o£ Popular Halachah
unwanted by those amongst whom

HUMAN RIGHTS
START WITH DUTIES
Elkan Presman

came across a book entitled

BACK
Popular
IN THE
Halachah,
SEVENTIES
A Guide to
I
Jen;I.s% £z.vz.#g. It ran to two volumes and

covered such topics as prayer, blessings,
Torah reading, Sabbath and festivals,
without once mentioning the ethical
aspects of Jewish living. It may be that
a third volume was plamed to include
what I had thought was the point of the
whole business.
I had at last seen in print the proof of
what I thought I was seeing all around
me. For many committed Jews, the
ethics of Judaism had either been
completely forgotten, or perhaps put
back for consideration later.
Here was my reason for declaring
Judaism to be irrelevant. I had been
finding excuses for that, and for failing
to do it successfully, for most of my
adult life. I had tried saving the lives of
the world's poor through Oxfam, and
then I joined Harold Wilson's Socialist
"crusade", for that was how he

described it in the quaintly Eurocentric
language of the time. I marched for the
homeless and campaigned against
apartheid. But although I told myself
that this was my way of fulfilling my
"Jewish destiny", I was lying.

From time to time, I took a look at
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the Jewish prophets, and occasionally
at two books, one by Lily Montagu and
one by Rabbi Israel Mattuck, which I
had borrowed from the bookshelves of
my deeply Orthodox but always broadminded father. Was there a better
Judaism somewhere out there in the
world of the Liberals and Reform, I
wondered?
The idea was ridiculous. I had
experienced at first hand meaningful
Judaism in my youthful encounters
with rabbis from all sectors of
orthodoxy. Four in particular stand out
in my memory, all of them righteous
men whose memory will always be a
blessing: Joseph Kahanemen of
Ponevez, Yechezkel Abramski of the
London Beth Din, Shmelke Pinter of
the Yesodey Hatorah Schools in
Stamford Hill, and Simon Lehrman of
the New Synagogue (United). Surely I
could learn enough from the saintliness
of the first, the dialectic clarity of the
second, the joyful dedication of the
third,
and the forward-looking
scholarship of the fourth to make me a
fulfilled ;oo77c Jew?
But by then, however, in the early
Eighties, the competitive piety of the
new generation of )/eLrfez.vczfe graduates

had started to eat into the fabric of

halachah was "popular".
It was not until my wife's attraction
to the egalitarianism of Reform
Judaism led me through the doors of
Bromley Reform Synagogue that I
dared to consider the possibility that
Reform Judaism might be for me. And
it was. And it still is, by and large.
New problems soon started to arise.
Where was the driving ethical energy
that I believed to be at the heart of
Progressive Judaism? Where was the
massive, self-sacrificing, generosity
that I knew still existed in parts of the
Orthodox world? Was the Prophetic
commitment to social justice becoming
buried by the language of secular
liberal thinking?
There seemed to be no cause dear to
the readers of the Guardian that did not
receive the enthusiastic blessing of the
Social Action Department of the
Reform Movement. My secular liberal
heart supported all of them. So what
was bugging me? If Judaism believed
in righteousness and justice, what on
earth was wrong? Why was my Jewish
heart urmoved?
It was over a recent lunch with a
dear friend, who happens to be a
Reform Rabbi, that I suddenly got a
glimpse of how I might begin to
understand the problem. There was my
friend enthusing about human rights
activism, surely an utterly noble cause
for enthusiasm. And all I could do was
to bleat on about Judaism being more
interested in duties than rights.
I could have expressed myself in a
more scholarly way, as did Michael J.
Broyde in the final chapter of Hw77ecz72

Rights in Judaism.. "The ]ew±sh
tradition... is a duty-based legal
system... Although it is true that almost
all `rights' can be expressed as `duties,'
and the reverse as well, it is equally

clear that legal systems make
statements about their core values
when they express legal norms in one
form or another. In Jewish law, the
core value is a legal `duty'."
But I was too excited to think about
expressing myself coherently. I could
see a host of conflicting thoughts
slotting neatly into place. Reform
Rabbis are, I began to see, inhibited in
teaching their followers how to be "a
light unto the nations" by one of the
core values of the Refomi tradition,
which is the idea of ``the supremacy of
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personal autonomy". Rabbi Tony
Bayfield has described the idea of an
autonomous or self-determining
individual as "a dominant theme of the
modern
western
world".
Its
importation into Refomi Judaism has
made the notion of "pluralism" the
other key theme of Reform thinking, in
Britain at least.
So it is hard for the Refomi Rabbi to
speck of -let alone to impose -duties.
Even though the American Reform
Rabbinate has spoken more freely of
mitzvot in recent decades, the rationale
used is very varied. The Central
Conference of American Rabbis in its
1999
Pittsburgh
Declaration
demonstrates the dilemma: "We are
committed to the ongoing study of the
whole array of mitzvot and of the
fulfilment of those that address us as
individuals and as a community."
(My emphasis.)
It is therefore perfectly consistent
that having imported one "dominant
theme of the modem western world"
into Judaism, Refomi Rabbis should
resolve the difficulties that arise by
importing in addition the prevailing
notion of human rights. Even the

and not suitable for others, for if it
were made to fit individuals, the whole
would be corrupted . . . Man cannot
know the truth nor perform the mitzvot
when he is sick or hungry or fleeing his
enemies." In other words, there is such
a thing as Society, and Society needs
Law to make it work. On the other
hand, he argues that the ultimate
meaning of the mitzvot lies elsewhere:
``Know that all the practices of the

thoroughly
scholarly Jieffez.7€frz.73g
A4ocze77c /cfdczis773 by Amold M. Eisen,

rhetorical engine

which analyses with real profundity the
notion of "commandment" and
mitzvah, is no more forthcoming on
interpersonal and social ethics than
waLs the Popular Halachah to which 1
referred at the beginning of this

Of progress it was
wondrous to

article.

The result is that the Refomi "Jew in
the pew" is often unable to recognize
what their rabbis are saying about
social issues as coming with the
authority of the Jewish tradition. "I
went to that shul once", a friend
looking for a Reform shul in North
London told me, "but I will not go
again because the Rabbi made a
sermon which was just a political
diatribe".
It is a problem described by Eugene
Borowitz as "the Jewish ambivalence
of personal autonomy". "As a once
repressive culture
advanced to

permissivism, freedom became more
our problem than our redemption", he
rerrLarks in Renewing the Covenant.
A parallel,
if not identical,
ambivalence can be seen in the
thinking of the great medieval
rationalist Maimonides. On the one
hand, he presents in one small section
Of b:rs Guide to the Perplexed aL pretty
collectivist viewpoint: "Governance of
the Law ought to be absolute and
universal, including everyone, even if
it is suitable only to certain individuals
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The notion Of the
"RIghis Of Man"

had enormous
irifluence from the
late eighteenth
century fior 200
years. As a

behold.
worship... and the performance of the
other mitzvot, have only the purpose of
training you to occupy yourself with
His commandments." In other words,
the purpose of practising the mitzvot is
to practice them. The social purposes

just do not matter.
If Maimonides could live with such
differing concepts of Jewish law within
one section of his major philosophical
opus, then surely the world of Reform
Judaism can cope more persuasively
with the ambivalence of autonomy and
the notion of the Mitzvah. Maybe there
is a clue in the comments of the
Babylonian Talmud on Zechariah's
call to "Render true and perfect justice,
leading to peace in your gates". The
Gemara asks: "What is the justice that
brings peace?" It gives the answer as
"arbitration". Could there be a more a

clear-cut declaration that the Jewish
route is the route of compromise?
So nobody will expect that every
Reform Jew will follow to the letter
every mitzvah that our rabbis might

declare to be binding. Perhaps they
might regard the use of the notion of
mitzvah as merely rhetorical. But is
there anything wrong with that? After
all, the notion of the ``Rights of Man"
had enorlnous influence from the late
eighteenth century for 200 years. As a
rhetorical engine of progress it was
wondrous to behold. Even in 1948 that
handful of UN members, including the
Soviet Union, that were not
comfortable with the idea did not dare
to vote against the adoption of the
Universal Declaration of Human
RIghts.

It is only comparatively recently that
attempts to turn a joyous slogan into a
framework for legislation have
revealed the notion of hulnan rights in
all its jurisprudential frailty.
My plea is that our rabbis return to
their Jewish roots in the concept of
mitzvah. Let them address social issues
not from the standpoint of rights but
from the standpoint of the duties that
the Jewish tradition places upon us as
individuals and as communities. Let
them leam to work through such issues
using the methodology of Halacha.
And let them dare to proclaim just
occasionally that the opposite of
mitzvah-observance is sinfulness.
Perhaps the example of a mitzvahobserving community of Jews will
have more influence on the society
around us than a group of "leaders"
speaking out in the moral language of
secularism.

We might even become "a light unto
the nations" I
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and acts as their official relief and
development agency. Our essential
puxpose is to expose the scandal of
poverty, contribute to its eradication and
to be prophetic in challenging structures
and systems that keep people poor and
marginalized. We are a faith based
organization, proud of our Christian
heritage and identity yet honest about
our humanitarian commitment to help
people in need - irrespective of their
religion, ethnicity or colour. We are also
committed to a code of conduct that
expects us to be independent and
impartial in responding with relief or
in combating poverty, hunger, sickness
or distress. Christian Aid was started in
1945 as a response of the churches here
to the problems of refugees,
reconstruction and the need for
reconciliation in Europe after the war.
Today we work in about 50 countries
and through 600 partners who are local
organizations and have 17 overseas
offices. Our staff are professionals, of
different backgrounds, communities
and nationalities, all passionate about
working for social justice and the
eradication of poverty.
We help local communities with
access to health care, water, education
and enable them to organize themselves
to influence their own future. I get a
chance to visit some of these parfuers
and see the good work they do. Integral
to our development approach is our

commitment to
advocacy
and
campaigning to help build a more just
and safer world. So in India we help
Dalits, the outcast community, to fight
for their rights; in Brazil we help the
landless people to get access to land and
work; with others, in the great lakes
region of Afiica we help with conflict
resolution and good governance. In the
many years that Christian Aid has
worked in the Middle East we have not
seen a crisis as grave as that facing the
region now. Every day we see first hand
how Israelis and Palestinians alike are
paying the cost of conflict - how
ordinary people on both sides live in
fear and anxiety. In the Occupied
Palestinian Territories (OPT) we
witness the humanitarian crisis behind
the headlines: mounting malnutrition,
poverty and despair. Many people in the
Gaza Strip are now living on an average
of less than US$2 a day, below the
poverty line and in some parts of Gaza
unemployment is topping 80 per cent.
Our local partners, in Israel and the
OPT, have never been so constrained,
their work, impeded by checkpoints,
closures and curfews. Offices of some
partners have been ransacked, staff
used as human shields and even shot
during Israeli military operations.
Ambulances have been blocked at
checkpoints and doctors unable to
provide medical treatment. In the last
few years the humanitarian situation
has deteriorated sharply. Movement for
Palestinians between towns and
villages remains severely restricted.

Military checkpoints and roadblocks
make life a constant struggle. The new
separation wall surrounding much of
the West Bank is making free
movement all but impossible - cutting
farmers off from their land and
effectively creating for many
Palestinians an open prison. My
colleagues and I who visit the region
bave seen the situation get worse and
we listen to people on both sides of the
divide - our Israeli and Palestinian
partners, contacts. and friends - as they
share their stories, their frustrations and
their hopes. Many long for a resolution
to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, for
peace, for acceptance of each other's
rights and for respect of the integrity of
both the Palestinian and Israeli people.
Continued suicide bombings by
Palestinian terrorists have deprived
Israelis of a feeling of safety in their
everyday lives. No one knows if they
or their children are safe. We know
from Israeli friends the fear they feel
going about ordinary daily business,
like pulling up alongside a bus at a
traffic light or going home after picking
up their children from school. Christian
Aid unreservedly condemns the suicide
bombings and attacks on Israeli
civilians by Palestinians, as do our
partners in both the OPT and Israel.
Israel's right to existence, recognition
and safety for all its citizens, as well as
the right to independent economic
development is not in question.
Christian Aid believes that the
Palestinian people should be afforded
these rights as well.
Aid agencies such as Christian Aid

have a duty to fulfil their humanitarian
mandate and to meet immediate needs,
especially in times of emergency.
Christian Aid's mandate in the OPT
and Israel as elsewhere where we work,
is also to look at the causes of poverty
and to speak out about these causes. In
January 2003 we produced a report
"Losing Ground" in an attempt to

challenge the structures that are
making Palestinians poor and to alert
the international community to the
urgency of finding a solution.
Our work in Israel and the OPT has
led many to question our intentions,
challenge our observations and even
accuse us of bias bordering on "antiSemitism" or at the very least
contributing to it. We have recognized
the urgent need to listen to different
voices here in the UK and to make
contacts with wider Jewish and Muslim
communities. This is important in a
multi-cultural, multi-faith and multi-

ethnic Britain where we need to lean
from each other and to build bridges.
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So my staff and I, and members of our
Board, have spent time in developing
relations with a variety of people and
organizations. We have met the Board
of Deputies of British Jews and intend
to keep open our dialogue with them. I
have met Jewish and Christian groups
in different parts of Britain to
understand their concerns and listen to
their views. I have also tried to explain
our humanitarian activities, intentions
and long temi hope for peace, justice
and reconciliation.
We believe we need to speck out on

how some of the actions of the
Govemlnent of Israel have contributed
to
the
poverty,
suffering,
unemployment and destruction of the
Palestinian society and infrastructure.
We also believe the Palestinian
Authority, marked by corruption,
collapsing
infrastructure
and
inefficiency, has failed to tackle
poverty and has also consistently
violated human rights standards.
Palestinians have themselves called for
refomi of their Authority. Both must
be held accountable for their violations
of human rights and international law.
Christian Aid has spent over fifty
years fighting poverty, racism and
exclusion. In Israel and the OPT we
have worked with Jewish, Muslim and
Christian people. Any insinuation that
anti-Semitism motivates any of
Christian Aid's work is something our
Jewish-Israeli partner organizations
will find as offensive as we do. We
have criticized Israeli government
policies in the past and will continue to
do so as we see fit. To equate this
criticism with anti-Semitism is an
affront to those who suffer poverty
and discrimination whatever their race
or faith. Let me quote from
correspondence between us and the
Board of Deputies. Neville Nagler, its
Director General says "I am perfectly
happy to confirm that the Board of
Deputies has never challenged the
integrity of Christian Aid in regard to
its views over Israel. We do not
necessarily agree with Christian Aid's
approach but we have never sought to
suggest that Christian Aid is motivated
by anti-Semitism." (Letter dated
25.03.04). In our conversations with

the Board and other Jewish friends we
truly appreciate the threat of rising antiSemitism in the UK and the real pain
that is felt about what happens in Israel
where many have friends and relatives
and a sense of unease with a stalled
peace process.

It has been part of our common
heritage to be prophetic - to speak out
when we see injustice, inequality,
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It has been part Of
our common heritage
to be prophetic - to
speak out when we
see injustice,
inequality, poverty,
the denial Of rights
and the suffdring Of
vulnerable people.
poverty, the denial of rights and the
suffering of vulnerable people. This
can be misunderstood. It can also be
risky. We cannot just be a firefighting
relief agency that ignores the causes of
serious problems - we need to
contribute to the prevention of violence
and suffering and to promote the peace
process. Thus Christian Aid urges
European states, particularly the UK
and Ireland to take all necessary steps
to bring about a just and lasting peace.
It calls on the Intemational Community
to address the causes of Palestinian
poverty. We have also raised our
voices about the actions of many other
Governments over the years.
This dialogue in Britain has helped
me personally to understand some of
the feelings, views and concerns of
different parts of the Jewish
community. I have realized there are
different voices, rather like ours in the
Christian community, and that we can
work together in an honest, open and
respectful process that enables us to
listen to each other. We have benefited
from the Inter faith Humanitarian
meetings and seminars where we have
heard diverse views and begun to
understand each other's perspectives.
As a faith based relief and development
agency we bring, possibly, a special
dimension to the dialogue. Thus it is
imperative for us to continue dialogue
with our Jewish neighbours, as also
with the Islamic community. In this
process the Council of Christians and
Jews, the CCJ, has been very
supportive. We have looked to other
groups to facilitate our conversations.
But there is much more to do if we
want to help the situation in the Middle
East and there is a certain urgency.
Dialogue is time consuming but
necessary and we shall give it priority
in the years ahead.

Finally, and at a more personal level,
I believe we in Britain need to
challenge our Government to take a
greater role for peace in the Middle
East. Sadly some of the actions of
Britain, in its colonial past, have
contributed to problems and conflicts
in the Middle East, in India and
Pakistan, in Sudan, in Cyprus and
elsewhere. Britain has a duty and
responsibility - as a maj or player in the
UN, the G8 nations, the EU, and with
its special relationship with the US -to
provide leadership in the peace
process. Britain should use its
influence to press the US and the EU to
ensure Israeli compliance with
international law and a resumption of
the peace talks where the Palestinians
have a voice at the table where
negotiations are taking place about
their future.
We know we share the sentiments of
many people of all faiths in wishing to
contribute to a lasting peace between
Israelis and Palestinians. We hope this
peace will come soon giving both
Israelis and Palestinians security and a
prosperous future. What we also need,
here in Britain, is safe space and
opportunities
for
dialogue,
understanding and bridge building
between our different ethnic and
religious groups especially at a time
when there is uncertainty, fear, hurt
and suffering in both our Jewish and
Muslim comlnuhities. We are glad we
can play some small part in this. Peace
cannot just be the absence of war - it
must include respect, acceptance,
justice and willingness to live together
and work for a better and more
inclusive world where hunger, poverty
and discrimination are a thing of the
past. It also accepts that when we have

differences - and we shall - we will
listen to each other. To this I believe
we are all committed. It demands we
are all prophetic - as agents for change

and peace .
DR DALEEP MUKARJI fraz.#ed as cz docfor
at the Christian Medical College in Vellore,

India and began his career working in a
leprosy hospital in Dichapli, Andhra Pradesh
before moving to Medak, where he ran a 125bed mission hospital. Becoming interested in
public health issues in India, in 1977 he
established a rural health and community
development programme at the College in
Vellore, and in 1985 was appointed General
Secretary Of the Christian Medical Association

of India - the health agency of the National
Christian Council Of Churches in India. Both
the rural health programme and the Christian
Medical Association were jinded by Christian
Aid. In 1994 he took up the post Of Executive

Secretc[ry for Health, Conununity and Justice
at the World Council Of Churches in Geneva.

His post as Director Of Christian Aid began in
April 1998-
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God with a simple movement of a
finger across a page of an
incomprehensible text.
In a world permeated by
consumerism we must accept that
would-be seekers of wisdom will move
from one fad to the next in search of a
quick fix. Perhaps tired of druginduced "spirituality," some are now
prepared to get ``high" on what they are
told is Torah. And, in true consunerist
fashion, where there is a demand there
will always be a supply. Hence the
many pseudo-esoteric groups in our
society, some of them, alas, also with a
Jewish flavour. Kabbalah Centres
across North America, and now also in
Britain, seem to be the most popular
anong them.
The book under review is decidedly
not for their adherents. Professor
Arfuur Green of Brandeis University is
a most lucid exponent of Jewish

KABBALAH
THE QUICKEST NEW FIX
OF THEM ALL
Dow Marmur

teachings, including Kabbalah. His
G"I.de is a companion volume to a new
translation of the Zohar by Daniel C.
Matt, also published by Stan ford
University Press, but it stands on its
own. It is, in fact, the best brief
introduction to Jewish mysticism in
English I have ever come across.
Anybody who reads it will know that,
whether or not you agree with its ways,
Kabbalah demands careful and serious
study, not cursory scanning.
Green argues persuasively that
Kabbalah is an integral part of Judaism.
Those who study it seriously are
making a determined effort to come
closer to the paradise that constitutes
Jewish learning. The Hebrew
equivalent of "paradise" should be read
here as an acronym for four modes of
exegesis (PaRDes).. Peshat, plain
meaning;
jte773ez,
philosophical
allegory; Derczsfe, the way of the

Arfu:" Green, A Guide to the Zohar
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University
Press, 2004), pp. xiv + 191,
p.b. £12.99.

Kabbalah Centre was established
a decade
or so THE
ago, TORONTO
some of its
SHORTLY
AFTER
disciples tried to raise funds for the
institution by selling original texts of
the Zohar, the most important work of
Jewish mysticism, to households in the
area. When the would-be buyers
protested that they knew neither
Hebrew nor Aranaic in which the Zohar
was written, they were told that it did
not matter. As long as they scanned any

page of the sacred text with a finger,
the splendour (zofeczr) of the message

would permeate their whole being and
bring them closer to God. For God is to

be uniquely experienced, not studied
like any other subject.
The number of copies of this less
than attractive edition of the book I
have come across in second-hand book
stores in the city suggests that there
seems to have been a fair number of
takers but few converts.
Though we do not know what
motivates many unlikely disciples Madonna being the most notorious
among them - to turn to what goes
under the name of Jewish mysticism, it
may very well be the assurance that
superficial scanning is all that is needed
to receive illumination. In an age when
women and men crave for instant
gratification, including on the spot
spiritual eulighte.nment, we should not
be sulprised that there will be those
wbo believe that you can experience

Midrash; and Sod (secret), the way of
Kabbalah. Though Kabbalah only
came to the fore in the beginning of the
twelfth century, its roots are much
older. Green writes:
Rabbinic Judaism had mostly

tuned away from the magnificent
evocations of God's wonders in
Creation so stirringly described by the
psalms and prophets. For the rabbis,
the greatness of God was primarily to
be seen in the profundities of Tprah
and in its interpretation rather than in
the beauties of nature. But the
medieval interest in both astronomy
and astrology combined with
Neoplatonic philosophy to bring forth
what has been called a cosmic
spirituality, one that saw the
heavenly spheres as the great
testament to God's glory: Kabbalah
is part of this phenomenon a.57-58).
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Like so often in religious innovation,

the intention is to return to pristine
roots, in this case pre-rabbinic
teaching. The main body of the Zohar
takes the fomi of kabbalistic Midrash,
offering interpretations in this new
light on each verse of the Pentateuch.
Though compiled in the circle of
Kabbalists in Castile in Spain around
the year 1300, it makes out its
teachings to be of the same antiquity as
those of rabbinic literature. One of its
teachers, Shinon Bar Yochai, a second
century sage of the Mishnah who lived
some 1100 years earlier, is the main

protagonist. Green explains:
The Zohar seeks nothing less than
to place the kabbalistic tradition, as it
had developed over the preceding
centuries, into the mouths of these
much-revered sages of antiquity and
to use them as its mouthpieces for
showing the reader that the entire
Torali is alive with kabbalistic secrets
and veiled reference to the "mystery
of faith" as the Kabbalists taught it

It the same way as
mc[ny Jews attach
themsehies to
pop-versions Of

Buddhism,
Hinduism and
Sufism currendy on
the market, so do
non-Jews fred their
way to what they are
told is Kabbalah.

(p.64).

Rabbinic tradition suggests that the
shape of the first letter of the Hebrew
Bible, bez.f as .in Bresfez.Z, is only open to

that which follows. It offers no access
to what came before Creation or to
what is above and below. The
Kabbalists set out to penetrate these
walls thus seeking to satisfy a spiritual
need
in
most
people.
Their
commitment to Jewish leaming was
total, but the content of their study was

different from what was being offered
by the normative Judaism of their time.
They did not wish to negate
conventional norms with their
emphasis on the mitzvot that regulated
the relationship between Jews and
God, ritual, and between human
beings, ethics, but they wanted to go
deeper and further than normative
religion made possible.

The most authoritative exponent of
normative Judaism, Moses Mainonides
(1135-1204), had asserted that hunian

language is not adequate to say
anything affirmative about God. All
we can say is what God is not and all
we can do is to perform the mitzvot
tradition has identified as coming from
God and sanctioned by the sages of
old. The Kabbalists sought to challenge
this assertion. They were determined
to penetrate the veil. Even though
many of us doubt their success, we
stand in awe before their effort.
Kabbalists would agree with
Maimonides that God, when referred
to as Ez.72 So/-literally, "no end" speaks, in Green's words, of "the
endless and undefinable reservoir of
divinity" that "no words can describe
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it, no mind comprehend it" Gage 34).
Nevertheless, paradoxically, they were
determined to define that which is
beyond definition, describe that which
is beyond description and comprehend
that which cannot be comprehended.
They did so primarily through a system
of the Ten Sefirof, images that
represent an inner divine reality, that
precedes yet contains both time and
space. "The se¢rof," writes Green,
"may in fact be viewed as a way of

negotiating between the abstraction of
mystical thought and the highly
concrete, personified religious language
of ancient Judaism" Gage 37).
But despite Green's lucid exposition
of the kabbalistic system of se¢roz,
their deeper meaning is difficult to
fathom. For the teachings of the
Kabbalists were deliberately esoteric
and intended only for the initiated. But
their insights provided so much
material for preachers that kabbalistic
ideas, rather than the kabbalistic
system, became popular among the
Jewish masses, whether or not they
knew their origins or understood the
reasoning behind them. Whereas the
rationalist elitism of Maimorides was
beyond the horizon of many ordinary
Jews, the message of Kabbalists,
despite their esoteric origins, was made
accessible to most, for it met many of
their religious needs and yearnings.
The influence of Kabbalah in general
and the Zohar in particular on Judaism
through the ages has been enormous.
The Kabbalists of old remained
within the discipline of Jewish law.

Even if they thought and spoke trefa,
they always ate kosher. Their
contemporary counterparts are of a
different ilk. In the current quest for
instant gratification - "Paradise Now,"
as the Australian philosopher John
Passmore once called it, and the
tendency to move from fad to fad - cult
to cult? - when the current interest
fails to deliver, some have found their
way to the kind of pop-Kabbalah that
is being dished out. Allegiance to
Judaism, let alone Jewish practice, is
no longer an issue. In the same way as
many Jews attach themselves to popversions of Buddhism, Hinduism and
Suflsm cunently on the market, so do
non-Jews find their way to what they
are told is Kabbalah.
No wonder that exponents of
Rabbinic Judaism look askance at the
phenomenon. Even Rabbi Jonathan
Sacks, not always perceived as a
forthright champion of causes, is
reported to try "to distance himself
from Madonna-backed Kabbalah
Centre" (Jewish Chronicle, ALpril 9,
2004). A Toronto Orthodox rabbi,
Immanuel Schochet, known for his
often too blunt statements which at one
point resulted in a suit against him
brought by the local Kabbalah Centre,
was more forthcoming. In a speech in
London he was openly critical of
Sacks' gentle approach. He described,
for exarnple, the flnger scanning of the
text of the Zohar as "sheer nonsense"
(Jewish Chronicle, M:ay 7 , 2.004).
There are those who have described
all of Kabbalah in similar ways. The
story is told of Saul Lieberman, the
great twentieth century scholar of
rabbinic
Judaism,
that
when
introducing Gershom Scholem, the
great twentieth scholar of Jewish
mysticism, said, in praise of Scholem's
academic achievements, that though
mysticism is nonsense, the history of
mysticism is scholarship.
Irrespective of how we view
Kabbalah in general and the Zohar in
particular, Arthur Green's G#z.c7e fo Jfee
Zo%czr is the fruit of fine scholarship,

written in a lucid and comprehensible
manner that deserves careful and
sympathetic reading. Even those of us
who prefer the way of Lieberman
cannot
ignore
the
enormous
contribution to Judaism that Scholem
has made. Arthur Green brings that
contribution up to date and, in many
instances, suapasses its insights and
conclusions I
RABBI DOW MARMUR /I.1/eS z.# Jerz/Bra/em

and Toronto. He is currently completing his
autobiography.

overtly with spiritual issues. So, for
example, stories like that of the
shepherd boy who did not know the
words of the prayers, but played his
penny whistle in the synagogue to the
outrage of the "pious" Jews fulfilling

the mitzvah of prayer but to the
forbearance of the patient and saintly
rebbe - there's always a "patient and
saintly rebbe" in Hasidic tales - who
calms down the angry congregants. He
reminds them that there is more
fr¢i;cz7372cz%, correct inner motivation,

GOING HOME TO
JEWISH SPIRITUALITY
Colin Eimer
Rabbi Lawrence A. Hoffroan,
The Journey Home:
Discovering the Deep Spiritual
Wisdom Of the Jewish Tradition
(Beacon Press, Boston 2002), p.b. $16

Rev Kahana once went in and hid under
Rav's bed. He heard Rav chatting wi.th
his wife and joking and doing what he
required .... Rav said to him, "Kahana
Are you here? Go out, because it is no't
right." He replied: "This, too, is Torah,
and I must learn. " (Beta;chot 62iL)

develops, gains popular cuITency,
so that everybody
to
SOMETIMES
AN comes
IDEA
believe it as if it is - inappropriate
analogies aside -"gospel truth", repeats
it ad infinitum and ad nauseam. One
such idea is that "Judaism is a religion
of deeds while Christianity is a religion
of belief."
For a generalization to gain currency
it needs a certain kernel of truth, and
there is some truth in that characterization of Judaism and Christianity.
When there are so many mitzvot in
Judaism it is hard not to be over-

whelmed by the number of things there
are to be done. But to see that as the
sum total of what Judaism is, or what
lies behind those mitzvot, is to miss
out on so much that exists in Judaism.
If enough people believe the
statement in question, it takes on a
reality in everybody's consciousness

quite independent of its truth. And so
with the idea of "spirituality" in
Judaism: "Jews don't do `spirituality."
Then those Jews who are interested in
it feel almost obliged to look for it
outside Judaism because, as everybody
knows, "Judaism is a religion of deeds
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while..."

In the 1960s, during my studies at
Leo Baeck College, those who
suggested that "spirituality" should be

part of a rabbinic training programme
were almost looked on as if they might
not be in the right place.
Those Jews - a minority at that time,
probably, albeit a sizeable one - who
were interested in spirituality did come
to believe that Judaism and spirituality
were mutually exclusive and felt
obliged to look elsewhere for it. The
"counter culture" of the 1960s led many

to the East, including Jews. There are, I
. understand, still more Ju-Bu' s -JewishBuddhists - in the United States than
there are Jews for Jesus.
But the consciously Jewish part of
that counter-culture began to look at
spirituality through Jewish spectacles.
They, at least, were saying that spirituality is present in Jewish teaching but
that it was hard to find because Judaism
seemed to be so "outer focused" on the
mitzvot. Teachers and rabbis seldom
talked about spirituality directly and so
it was assumed that either it was not
there or simply was not important
enough to be talked about. The fact
that other religions did speak overtly
about spirituality reinforced this perception that it did not have a place in
Jewish teaching and thinking. Spirituality thus assumed a Christian patina
and the vocabulary of spirituality
became more associated with Christianity than Judaism. This inevitably
reinforced the idea that "Judalsm is a
religion of deeds while..."
The Hasidic tradition tried to redress
that balance. In part the interest in
Hasidism arose because it seemed, in
its origins at least, to be concerned

spiritual meaning, in the boy's
whistling than in their prayers. Or of
the rebbe unable to enter a synagogue
because, he says, it is full of words but
devoid of havcz#77czfe.

Lawrence Hoffroan begins his book
by explaining how he was guest lecturer in the theology department of an
American university in 1975, lecturing
about the rituals of Pesach. After the
lectures a woman remarked that he had
spent a week talking about Pesach but
never once addressed anything spiritual. "Isn't there such a thing as Jewish
spirituality?" she asked. He didn't
know how to reply, and says that he
has spent the past twenty five years
committed to discovering the spiritual
foundations of Judaism.
The Journey Home ±s a. s:urnmation
of his thinking thus far. The subtitle,
Discovering the Deep Spiritual
Wisdom of the Jewish Tradition ±s
significant, for Hoffroan is clear that
he is only interested in a spirituality
which is "very real, consistent with
science, supremely important and
Jewish to its core" Gage 3).
For him, spirituality is not "airyfairy", irrational, peripheral to
Judaism. Spirituality suffuses Jewish
teaching. Just consider a statement like
"the pious of old would wait an hour
before saying the Amidah". (Berachot
XX) They did not do that, presulnably,
to discuss who would win the chariot
race in the Coliseum that afternoon,
but to prepare themselves spiritually
for engaging in an act of real prayer.
Or a statement like that of Rabbi
Eliezer to the effect that whoever does
not put something new into their prayer
has not really prayed. (Berachot 29a)
Perhaps as Judaism developed into a
religion where the obligation and
requirement to do a particular mitzvah
became almost paramount, that sense
of kczvcz7c#czfe began to take second

place. It is better to do something with
havcz7777cz%, but even if without it, do the

act because there is the obligation to do
so. And if the notion of obligation
becomes so central, is it reasonable
also to expect that we do it with the
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right spiritual intention every time?
If a diversion of attention from the
spiritual is a potential drawback of
Judaism's system of mitzvot, then
another was highlighted some years
ago by Robert Gordis. In an essay 772e
Revival Of Religion and the Decay Of
Effez.cLs, he reminds us of the potential

danger that focusing on the spiritual
can become inner-focused and turn our
attention away from the world and our
imperatives in that domain of our
mitzvah lives. Writing about the good
aspects of the return by many Jews, in
the 1970s and 80s, to a deeper religious

piety and observance, he concludes by
reflecting that "the upsurge of religious
zeal has not produced a deeper ethical
sensitivity on the domestic or inter-

rratio"al sc,ene". (Judaic Ethics fior a
I,czw/ess 7yor/d, Jewish Theological
Seminary, New York 1986, page 102)
A necessary caution that there are

many ways in which we can forget our
ethical obligations - by an over-emphasis .on the minutiae of ritual
practice, on the one hand and, on the
other, by an over-emphasis on the spiritual becoming simply about my
journey, my path to God. Neither "forgetfulness" is a sine qua non of that
particular path, but, twenty years on,
Gordis ' caution remains important.
But just what is spirituality? .
Hoffroan defines it as "our way of
being in the world, the system of
connectedness by which we make sense
of our lives, how we overlay our autobiographyinthemakingwithatemplate
of time and space and relationship that
is vastly greater than we know ourselves
individually to be. It is the way we find
our way to how we matter, the maps we
use for things like history and destiny,
the way we take a jumble of sensory
data and shape it coherently into a picture, the way discordant noise becomes
a symphony of being, the way we know
that we belong to the drama of the
universe. It is the wonderfully enchanting but equally rational way we go on
our way of growing up and growing
older in the mysterious business we call
life."Gage 17)

struggle for acceptance in society, to
create ethnic communities and so on.
This has produced both ethnic
nostalgia and what Hoffroan has called,
elsewhere, "paediatric Judaism" where the focus has been on children
but much less on the adults.
The renewed interest in Jewish spir-,
ituality over the past thirty years has
been among the post-war "baby
boomer" generation as it grew into
adulthood and found that things, spiritual things, were missing from their
lives. Questions'about meaning and pur-

pose remained unanswered by the
material progress of their lives nor did
the journey into other philosophies ultimately satisfy. They also wanted to be
able to synthesize their Jewish identity
with their other "identities" not deny or
ignore it.

Hence Hoffman's choice of title.
Having lived outside or on the edge of
our Judaism, the journey is a journey
home and, moreover, to a home he suggests many Jews never knew they had:
"home. to the deep down insights of
Jewish tradition: its liturgy of blessings, its metaphors that connect life's
dots, its thrill of textual discovery, its
rootedness in a sacred land, its honest
spiritual thinking, its insistence on the
simple presence of human ineeting. It
requires more than individual effort. It

requires community." Gage 211)
Hoffroan' s chapter headings indicate
the areas where he believes spirituality
is to be found fully-anchored in Jewish
thought and experience: "Living by
Torah: the spirituality of discovery";
"When it is night: spirituality for the

suffering"; "A Fourth Generation: the
spirituality of community" and so on.
His book is a thought-provoking
journey through these areas.
Just what was Rav Kahana doing
under his master's bed? Already 2000
years ago the Talmud recognized that '
there is no dimension of life which
cannot be suffused with meaning
beyond the reality of the act itself.
There is no dichotomy in Jewish
thinking between holy and profane,
but, rather, everything has the
potentiality to be imbued with the holy.
Spirituality addresses that, spirituality
addresses the major life-questions
about meaning, purpose and direction.
Hoffman
concludes,
"Jewish
spirituality is not just real. It is
reasonable and it is deep. And it
beckons us now more than ever to
return home to find it" I
RABBI COLIN EIMER I.s o#e o/ Brz./¢!.#'sr
senior Reform rabbis. He leads both Southgate
and Finchley Rofbrm Synagogues and teaches
Hebrew at Leo Baeck College - Centre for
Jewish Education.
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It is clear that there has been a revival of interest in spirituality over the

past twenty five years and Hoffinan is
at pains to show how, for him, there is
no need to go beyond the accumulated
Jewish experience of over 2000 years
to find it. He does not seek to ignore
the spiritual insights of other religions
or philosophies, but, in this book he
focuses on what exists within Jewish
teaching.
The concerns of previous Jewish

generations were outward - the
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Sea Pebbles, Hatch End: "Fish fried in matza meal our speciality"

FISH AND CHIPS A JEWISH DELICACY?
These you may eat Of all that is in
the waters ; whatever has fins and
scales in the water, in the seas
and in the riwers, them you may
eczz. (Leviticus 11:6)

We remember the fish, which
we used to eat back in Egypt for
/ee./ Ovunbers 1 1 : 5)

or Jewish leader who attends

communalANY
functions
who
WOE BETIDE
RABBI
does not like fish. From a simple
kiddush through to the most formal
occasion, fish is a favoured dish. Even
back in Europe when our ancestors lived
far from the sea, they developed gefilte
fish based on carp, a fresh water fish.
When Jews went to Glasgow they
adopted the kipper with enthusiasm, and
if you visit my synagogue in Hatch End
one day, the most crowded place in the
suITounding area is likely to be Sea
Pebbles, the local fish and chip
restaurant.
Did Jews introduce fish and chips to
Britain? Controversy rages.
Near to the spot on which Snow Hill
and Holborn Hill meet, opens, upon
the right hand as you come out Of the

City, a narrow and dismal alley,
leading to Saffron Hill. In its filtky
shops are exposed for sale huge
bunches
of second-hand
silk
handkerchiefs, of all sizes and
patterns; for here reside the traders
who purchase them from pickpockets.
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Michael Hilton
Hundreds Of these handkerchiofs hang
dangling from pegs outside the
windows or foaeating from the doorposts; and the sheives, within, are piled
with them. Confined as the limits of
Field Lane are, i,t has its barber, its
coffee-shop, its beer-shop, and its
#z.ed-¢sfe wczrefeo#se. Charles Dickens,
Oliver Twist, Chapter 26 (1838)

A warehouse was originally a house
where a shopkeeper kept his wares, but
in Dickens' day also a shop with a
stock of wares. Would that "fried-fish
warehouse" have been like today's fish
and chip shops? Undoubtedly not,
because there was no simple means of
keeping fried fish hot, and this shop
would without a doubt have sold cold
fried fish. And in this perhaps lies a
clue. For who eats fried fish cold? Jews
do. I have attended dozens of simchas
over the years, and I can tell you that
90 per cent of the time Jewish caterers
serve fish cold, and non-Jewish
caterers serve it hot.
But I digress from Dickens. Let me
take you back for a moment to that
narrow and dismal Regency alley.
Here, the clothesman, the shoevamper, and the rag-merchant display
their goods, as sign-boards to the petty
thief; here, stores of old iron and bones,
and heaps of mildewy fragments of

woollen-stuff and linen, rust and rot in
the grimy cellars.
It was into this place that the Jew
turned. He was well lcnown to the
sallow denizens Of the lane; for such Of
them as were on the look-out to buy or
sell, nodded, familiarly, as he passed
along.
Fagin, the Jewish villain of Oliver
Twist, had his dubious friends there,
undoubtedly meant to be other Jews.
And Dickens suggests they ate fried
fish. Historians tell us that it was the
crypto-Jews of Shakespeare' s England
who introduced the dish, and it has
long been favoured by Sephardi
families. In my mother's Sephardi
falrily cold fried cod and haddock has
long been the main dish served at the
Seder. US president Thomas Jefferson
wrote about eating "ffied fish in the
Jewish fashion" after a visit to Britain
towards the end of the eighteenth
century and the first Jewish cookbook,
published here in 1846, included a
recipe for it. Ashkenazi Jews

contributed their own invention,
"chopped and fried", but those
delicious fish balls, still a favourite at
kiddush in Britain, are all but unknown
to Jews of the rest of the world.
But who put chips with fish? We
turn to the standard work on the
s;hoject, Fish and Chips and the British
Wrorfu.72g C/czss by John K. Walton

(1992), an academic work on fish and
chips. Apparently one day John Walton
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claimed to his history students that
anything could be the subject of
academic study and, to prove it, said he
would write a paper on the history of
the chippie.
Walton's argument is that the fish
and chips trade was vital for social
stability among the British working
classes around 1910 through to the
1940s, providing them with a nutritious
and inexpensive food which kept
serious hunger and starvation at bay.
Fish and chips was a dish that bridged
the north-south divide. Fried fish as we
have seen was a London delicacy.
Chips though invented in France, had
become popular in Lancashire. They
were brought together in the 1860s in
Oldham and other Pennine towns.
Maybe it was the Jewish textile traders
of Manchester who introduced fried
fish to these towns which were full of
textile workers. The first fish and chip
shop in England, argues Walton,
opened in Mossely, near Oldham, in
1863. Mr Lees had a wooden hut in the
market from which he sold pigs trotters
and peas, and he added fish and chips
to his menu. Later he transferred the
business to a permanent shop across
the road which had the following

inscription in the window, "this is the
first fish and chip shop in the world".
So there you have it. Jews had the
fish, but they didn't put them together
with the chips. And there the story
might have ended, had it not been for
Claudia Roden who found the tale a
little fishy and decided to do her own
resca;rch (Book Of Jewish Food,1997).
She discovered that in 1860 a Jewish
immigrant from Eastern Europe called
Joseph Malin opened a shop in
Cleveland Street Bow selling fried fish
alongside chipped potatoes which,
until then, had been found in London
only in the Irish potato shops. She
discovered too that Malin's of Bow
was still around in the 1960s and that
in 1968 the National Federation of
Fish Fryers even presented a
commemorative plaque to them,
recognizing their founding role in the
chippie business. According to Roden,
nobody has challenged her version, and
John Walton admits he got it wrong.
Does it matter who had the first
shop? Undoubtedly it does. Fish and
chips is an English national dish.
Through two World Wars the British
Government bent over backwards to
keep fish and chips off the ration card

and supplies strong. The damage to
morale if they had failed to do so was
unthinkable. Today, there are nearly
nine thousand fish and chip shops in
Britain, nearly all of them still owned
by small traders. They sell 250 million
meals a year. Half of the population eat
fish and chips once a month, and 14
per cent once a week. What does it
mean, that the first shop was Jewish? It
means this - that, without a doubt, in
the future, chicken tikka masala is
going to be as English as fish and chips
is now. Our food has its origins in many
different cultures. Like Jews, other

groups contribute to that overall sense
of what is British. But at the same time
these contributions to what is British
only take place because minority
groups retain and pass on their own
recipes for food, recipes for life, their
own distinctive identity. So next time
you have fish and chips, be proud of
your Anglo-Jewish heritage and don't
forget to check that the fish had both

fins and scales I
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mother and father flowed together for a
while and then abruptly flowed apart
again. And all that remained of the
brief collision of two very different

Rabbi Young' s f ewher

worlds was me.
My father left when I was four. I did
not want him to go. I took all the pins
from my mother's sewing box, went
out into the street and stuck them into
the tyres of his car. I suppose they were
not long enough, or shaap enough, for
he went just the same. When I was
older he came back into my life and
took me to that same local pub in
Wales. There I watched him do to his
system, with alcohol, what the Germans
had done to his father with gas.
My mother raised me, sending me to
an ancient public school where I was
taught to be a good Anglican. She

HOW TO HONOUR
PROBLEM PARENTS
Roderick Young

forbade any of my relatives to tell me
of my Jewish origins. She led me to
believe that we were of Royal blood,
descended from the kings of Scotland.
She hung a framed certificate of my
baptism above my bed. Never once did
I suspect that my lineage was anything
but British Christian from the dawn of
time.

and raised in Wales. Every

MY FATHER
WASSunday,
BORN
evening, except
my
grandfather drank half a pint of beer in
the local pub, with my father drinking
lemonade at his elbow. Half a pint was
all Grandpa could drink because most
of his stomach had been destroyed by
mustard gas in the trenches of the First
World War. He did not drink on Sunday
because the pubs were closed. In those
days the Welsh believed that divine
retribution would fall on the head of
anyone who desecrated the Sabbath

with drink. Every Sunday my family
worshipped in a small red brick church.
Afterwards they went home, defied God
and drank. And the priest went with
them. My great-grandfather plied hin
with whisky and cigars and before each
sip or puff the priest would bellow: "I
drink your drink and I smoke your
smoke to the greater glory of God."
In that red brick church, Sunday after
Sunday a curious thing happened. As
soon as the organ began to play, my
father began to weep. Soon he would
be so hysterical that he had to be taken
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outside to calm down. When he grew
up, he never went to church again.
Far away, in the East End of London,
my mother's family was leaving the
little cramped squares around The
Great Synagogue where they had lived
for a hundred years. They moved into
great houses filled with Christian
servants. My grandparents were married
under the chandeliers of the West End's
Central Synagogue, and breathed the
same air as the Rothschilds.
My grandmother, a Jew born and
bred, hated Judaism. It was my
grandfather who took my mother to sit
in the opulent and Moorish splendour
of their new shul, the West London
Synagogue of British Jews. But
Shabbat after Shabbat a curious thing
happened. As soon as my mother saw
the dark mahogany staircase and the
rabbi with black hat and black beard,
she began to weep. Soon she would be
so hysterical that she had to be taken
outside to calm down. Her father died
when she was ten and she never had to
go to synagogue again.
Many years later the lives of my

When I was twenty three I
discovered that my mother had been
born a Jew. How that happened must
be a story for another time. But every
year when we begin to read the Book
of Exodus, I relive the shock of that
discovery. In my heart I know how
terrifying and thrilling it was for
Moses, the boy with the Egyptian
name, raised by Pharaoh's daughter in
the very heart of the luxuries of Egypt,
suddenly to discover that his road lay
not with the rulers who had raised him,
but with a group of strangers, his own
enslaved blood relatives.
In the Torah portion yz.fro (Exodus
18:1-20:23) the Ten Commandments
are proclaimed. RIght in their centre

they say: "Honour your father and your
mother, that you may long endure on
the land that Adonai your God is giving you." What went through Moses'
head as he noted that? His own mother
and father gave him away as a baby, to
save his life, and then disappeared from
the story. So how did he honour them?
He was raised by Pharaoh's daughter,
who named him Moses and called him
her son, and then she too disappeared
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from the story. Did he feel the need to
honour her as a mother? We have no
window into Moses' mind on these
matters. But I feel sure that Moses, the
first person ever to know the fifth
commandment, struggled with its
meaning, just as many of us do at some
stage of our lives.
The first time that I walked into a
synagogue it was Shabbat Pcz7~czsfeczf

Ekev. In the Torah reading, Moses and
the Israelites stood poised on the
borders of the land. I too stood at the
border, wanting to begin the jouney
home. But I had read the fifth
commandment. How could I honour
my mother and be a Jew? I took my
question to the Lubavitch and they
said: "Honour your mother and be a
good Jew? No problem. When you go
to her house take your own pots, pans
and plates and cover her kitchen with
alulninium foil." That was missing the

point, so I took my question to Rabbi
Louis Jacobs - head of the Masorti
Movement in England and a true
tsczddz.fr. He said: "You are a Jew. Now

find a way to make your mother feel
that Judaism is something that you
arrived at on your own and not
something that was inevitably passed
through her." I have tried to achieve
this balance, but I have not always been
successful. My choice to be a Jew and
a rabbi is not something that my mother
understands and on her face I have read
anger and betrayal. So, knowing that I
can never honour my mother as she
would like, a few years ago I took my
question to the rabbis of the Talmud.
In three different places in the
Talmud I found one of the passages
that is traditionally said each moming
in the prescribed liturgy: "these are the
obligations without measure honouring one's parents, the practice
of loving deeds, hospitality to
wayfarers, peace making between a
person and their neighbour but the
study of Torah surpasses them all."
According to the Talmud a parent
never has the right to ask us to do
anything that goes against the Torah.

The answer is also in the Talmud, in a
beautiful passage. "Our rabbis taught:
There are three partners in every
person, the Holy One, blessed be God,
the father and the mother. When a
person honours his father and his
mother, the Holy One, blessed be God,
says: "I praise them as though I had
lived among them and they had
honoured me."
So at its root the fifth commandment
is a commandment to honour God and
the gift of life we have been given.
How we do that will differ from person
to person.

My mother raised
me, sending me to
an ancient public
school where I was
taught to be a good
Anglican.

on that social position to me. Never
should I be called a Christ killer or a
little Jew, as she had been.
Unencumbered by the past, her son
would be an unblemished English
Christian. Instead I disobeyed her and
if I had not I would not be living my
life, but instead her vision of what my
life should be. I would be like an
Abraham wiho decided to stay at home
in his father's house, never to open the
front door.
According to the Talmud, I can fulfil
the letter of the Law by visiting my
mother and helping her financially. For
a long time I thought that was all that
was required of me. But slowly I have
begun to understand the powerful love
that caused her to act as she did. And I

know that I can only tmly fulfil the
fifth commandment once I have
accepted my mother for who she is,
and for the path she took.
The bond between a child and a
parent is a beautiful and a sacred bond.
For most people it is a joy to honour
the mother and the father who gave
them life and love. But, if a child, for
his own mental or physical safety, has
to cut himself off from a parent, how
can I as a rabbi say to that person
``honour your parent"? I can do so by

A few years ago I was home with
my mother and in an old suitcase I
found some mementoes of a visit that
she and her mother made to Egypt in
1939. Amongst them was an invitation
card, which read: "On the occasion of
the Birthday Anniversary of His
Majesty King Farouk I, The Governor
of Cairo requests the honour of your
company on board the Misr Nile
Steamer at the Anglo-American
landing stage, Ghezireh, at 8pm on
Friday, February the loth 1939."
Only as I read this invitation did I
finally understand how far from her
roots my grandmother had led my
mother. The name of that Nile steam
ship was "Misr", meaning Egypt. It is
closely connected to the word

saying: Remove yourself from your
parent, if you must. But then, make the
most of the life that came, yes, through
your parents, but from God who is the
source of life and the original parent.
Perhaps The Maggid of Meserich, an
eighteenth century Hasid, had just such
a child in mind when he taught: "The
fifth commandment is... an injunction
to see dignity even where there is no
dignity, just as God's glory can be
discerned, for those who have eyes to
see, even in this world of error and
confusion."

Egypt. But because of the Israelites's

God said that if we do not honour
our parents then we will not long
endure in the promised land. That is
true. When we remain enslaved by old
pain and hurt then we are unable to
honour the source of life, or live life to
our fullest potential. There is a

The rabbis quote Leviticus 19:3: "You

suffering in Egypt, the word A4lz./zrcz}/z.772

A4lz./zra};z.773 of anger from which it is

shall each revere your mother and
father and keep my Sabbaths." From
this they conclude that if a parent
demands that a child disregard Shabbat
then that parent must be disobeyed.
And from here it was but a short step to
the conclusion that "honour your father
and mother" does not necessarily mean
"obey them".

transcended the physical country, and
came to signify a narrow place of
darkness and imprisonment. Truly, my
grandmother took my mother by the

hard to emerge. With regard to my
father I live there still.
But God brought the Israelites out of

But tradition is equally adamant that,
even if our parents do something
terrible, we are still bound to honour
them. Why should this be the case?
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j`4:I./zrcz);z.77?, which is the Hebrew for

hand into the very heart of Mz./zrcz)/I.in.

When they curtseyed in front of King
Farouk they had arrived at the position
of social prominence amongst the
British for which my grandmother had
been fighting. But to arrive there they
had to bow at the feet of the modem
pharaoh and abandon their heritage.
My mother was determined to pass

Adz.fzrcz)/z.77? with a strong hand. And

God does so still, for in all our lives
there are moments of synchronicity that
have the hand print of God upon them.
When I was working as a chaplain in
a New York hospital, I visited Bob
every day for nine weeks, until his
death. He was fifty-five and dying of
cancer. His opening words to me had
continued on next page
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been "I'm a Jewish boy from Brooklyn
and I've forgotten how to pray." We
became very close. One day I was
about to leave the office of my
supervisor, Paul, when Paul's grown
up son came in. They kissed in
greeting. And I suddenly felt terribly
alone, knowing that I could never have
a relationship with my father that
included such physical intimacy. I
walked over to Bob's room and he
behaved as he never had before. He
threw open his arms and said: ``May I
kiss you as a father would, for I feel
that you are like another son to me."
With such moments of synchrohicity
God effects healing.
My father was a pilot in the Royal
Air Force for twenty years. During the
year that I spent as a rabbinical student
in Jerusalem I visited him in England
and I asked him if he had ever been
stationed in Palestine. He had been - in
1947. His job was simple. Every day
he flew his plane over the Mediterranean. If he saw a ship load of
refugees sailing to Palestine, then he
radioed the Royal Navy, who intercepted the ship and took the refugees
to Internment Camps on Cyprus. He

told me how once he circled very low
over such a ship and that the Jews on it
covered every surface, like a swami of
ants.

I returned to Jerusalem, ashamed to
tell anyone what I had heard. My class
was studying literature with an
exceptional woman named Ada Pagis.
One moming she gave us a piece by
the Israeli writer Aharon Appelfeld,
about his internment as a child by the
British on Cyprus. I felt impelled to
tell my father's story. There was
silence and Ada stared at me. Then she
said: "When I was a child of twelve, in
1947, I sailed on a refugee ship from
Germany. We were in sight of the coast
of Palestine when a Royal Air Force
plane circled low overhead. And we
knew that it was over. I was interned
on Cyprus." She paused and stared at
me again. Then she continued: "On
Cyprus I was taught to hate those
British soldiers. But somehow I never
did. And who would ever have
believed that fifty years on I would be
teaching the son of one of them in
Jerusalem." After my class mates had
left she put her arms around me and
held me tight.

With such moments of synchronicity
God reminds me that a parent's love
may be found in unexpected places.
We fulfil the fifth commandment when
we accept the love of a mother or a
father from those who offer it to us in
the daily round of life. My father
sought to keep Jews from the promised
land and one of those very Jews took
me a little way down the road, out of
the Adz.Jzr¢)/I.in of anger. I am not clear
of Mz./zrcz)/I.77?, but this is a continuing

story and only God knows where the
road will lead.
None of us has perfect parents. None
of us will be perfect parents. But those
who do have the unconditional love

and support of a parent have a most
precious gift. And those who don't,
can take comfort in finding God the
mother and God the father dwelling in
the likeness of those extraordinary men
and women, who from time to time
enter our lives and illuminate them
with the reflected splendour of God .
RABBI RODERICK YOUNG z`s cz grc!c7#a/e o/
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BARRY HYVAN IN CONVERSATION WITH

DANIEL FINKELSTEIN

DANIELFINKELSTEIN,AssociateEditorOfThorITrm:rmf5s,"fiootie"fan,fiormerPA
to William Hague, charity worker, grandson Of the Wlener Library Founder and
longtime member Of Hendon Roform Synagogue, talks to NIARTNA.

Q.Time was when the Jewish
community was sofe Labour
territory. What sort of political
erwironmehi did you grow wp in and
how did you get imoived in Tory
politics?
A. It was a traditional Jewish Social
Democratic household. I aln the son

of two inmigrants. My father came
here from Lwow [Professor Ludwik
Finkelstein,] my mother is a Belsen
survivor. The old Aristo-Tory
party of the 1950s had little appeal
to people like my parents. But Mrs
Thatcher changed its appeal to
immigrant families like us by
making it more meritocratic. I only
ever encountered a welcoming
attitude to Jews in the party
Q. How difficult was it helping William
Hague pick wp the pieces after the
' 97 electj,on?

A. He inherited a difficult situation. I

enjoyed it and respected him - his
constant frustration and mine was
that he was never able to turn public
opinion, but that was a matter of
timing. My own impressions of
Hague, which were very positive,
andthose of the public were
sometines miles apart and that could
be difficult. But I learned a
lot and retain my admiration for him.
Q. The old Tory party was not noted for
its outward looking stance. How did
being Je:wish figu:re, if at all? Was

there any particular closeness
between prominent Jewish Tories
and did you encounter any antiSemitism?
A. There is always a connection
between Jews - there is a similarity
of style - and Jews in the Tory papy
are no different. We did not talk
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about it much because itjust was not
an issue but of course at the
time "Jewish politics" (i.e. issues
relating to Israel) were very quiet.
Q. Are you still invoived with the party?

A. I am still a member and might fight
a seat next time, but I am not a
candidate right now. I am fully
involved with jounalism.
Q. After the Berlin Wall fell, you were
irrvolved with a charity helping
young Eastern Europeans. How
come?
A. My father was born in Lwow (then
Lvov) and I felt a particular concern
for East and Central Europe. I
thought of a political campaign to
get Government help but then my
father said, "Well, why not actually
do something yourself to help?" So
I got t.ogether friends from all
parties and none. We raised
money and from 1990 we started
bringing over young people to work
in British businesses and learn
about enterprise. In fourteen
years we brought over hundreds of
trainees.

Q. You referred in print to being a
Roform Jew. How irmportant is that
to you?
A. The family is Reform back to my

grandfather. I was bar mitzvah and
married at Hendon Reform
Synagogue, by Rabbi Steven
Katz . My parents and my fiinily are
still committed members.
Q. You're now a feature writer on The
Times, but also have a footle
column, the Fink I;ank. Who do you
support and why the football
interest?
A. I have been a Chelsea fan for a long
time and have an interest in

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

statistics, so my soccer column is
about the statistical chances of
certain games going certain ways.
I think stats can tell you so much
more than empty speculation.
Aren't Jews supposed to support
Spurs?
Well, I wrote once that they are so
Jewish that they even have a boiling
fowl on their crest. Not all my
readers enjoyed this joke equally.
Favourite music/ films?
I'm an unreconstructed 60s man.
The Beatles and Brian Wilson (of
the Beach Boys). I love Woody
AIlen films.

Q. A final word about the Wiener
Library?
A. I'm so proud of my grandfather's
vision in starting it in 1933,
recording every last detail of

Nazism, and in getting it to the UK
before the War began. It still stands,
despite monstrous financial
difficulties, as the first and arguably
the best resource centre in the World
on the Nazi era and is constantly
used by many authors and places of
leaming. He was organizing visas
for his wife and three daughters,
who were in Holland, but they did
not arrive in time. They all survived
Belsen and eventually his daughters,
one of whom is my mother, reached
the UK. Sadly she and her sisters
decided, as they approached Ellis
Island, that their father's WWI Iron
Cross might mark them out as
German collaborators and it lies at
the bottom of the Hudson River .
DANIEL FINKELSTEIN feas a reg#Jczr
Tuesday column in The T3:nes and the Fink
Tank appears on Saturdays.
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every national constitution adopted
since the war."2

ivl%NINIA
ESSAIY
DIGNITY
THE BASIS 0F DEMOCRACY
AND HUMAN RIGHTS
Cherie Booth

Tn%:;:lag;oEne.£rh:i:g°=;!£{
Christian and as a human rights
barrister, and both enable me to say
somethingabouthumanrights,religion,
and democracy.
The question of human rights is a
good place to start. After virtual silence
on the subject in the opening decades

of the twentieth century, the British
author H. G. Wells inspired something
of a revival of the human rights idea in
the months immediately following the
declaration of the Second World War.1
hi letters that Wells wrote to 7%e rz.7"eLs

inOctober1939hepushedforadoption

of a Declaration of Rights by
"parliamentary peoples", a basic law
that would define individunls' rights in
a democracy. This law would appeal
`fro every responsive spirit under the

yoke of the obscurantist and totalitarian
tyrarmies with which we are all in
conflict" and which would be "the

fundamental

law

for

mankind

throughout the world".
Wells' vision had universal appeal,
especially in the dark days of 1939. It
is reported that tens of thousands cane
to hear Wells deliver his speech on
human rights entitled "The New World
Order - The Fundamental Principles".
Penguin swiftly published a book by
H. G. Wells on the Rights of Man,
which was an instant and worldwide
success. The War Ministry even
translated copies of the book into
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German and dropped them on SS
divisions - an act of extreme optimism
and no effect.
If the book failed to impress the
Germans, it had more success with
President Franklin D. Roosevelt, who
relied on Wells' work to declare in
1941 that he envisaged a world
"formed upon four essential freedoms
- freedom of speech and worship and
freedom from want and fear". And by
the end of the war the principles Wells
had articulated were given effect by
the United States when it took the lead
in giving human richts its prominent
position in the UN Charter. Soon
thereafter the task of drafting an
international bill of rights was
entrusted to another American, and a
woman to boot -the inimitable Eleanor
Roosevelt. Roosevelt's newly formed
Commission on Human Rights,
spurred on by the horrors of the
Holocaust and the war, completed the
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights in time for its adoption by the
General Assembly of the United
Nations in 1948. The terms in which
the rights were cast reflected much of
H.G. Wells' draft, and by the end the
British inspiration of Wells and the
American resolve ofEleanor Roo s evelt
and her culturally diverse drafting
committeeproducedadocument,inthe
wordsofGeoffieyRobertson,that"has
inspired more than 200 international
treaties, conventions and declarations,
and the bills of rights found in almost

Hunian rights, however, Predates the
thinking and work of H.G. Wells and
Eleanor Roosevelt and the inspiration
of the Uhited Nations. Indeed, if the
Uriversalists are to be believed, human
rights are not only universally
applicable, but are also eternal in their
existence - there from. time
immemorial. What we do know for
certain is that the idea of human rights
in political instruments, as well as
philosophical and religious thought,
has existed in various guises for many
centuries. Any system of law confers
rights on the citizens to whom it
applies, by a process of inference.
Religious laws are as good an example
as any. Moses' instructions to the
Israelites in the Commandments that
"Thou shalt not kill", infers, by
implication, the right to life on those
citizens who are protected by that law.
Similarly, the commandment "Thou
shalt not steal" hints at a corollary,
namely, a right to property.
So human rights have early roots in
political thinking and religion. Early
political and religious traditions
proclaimed what we all today
recognize as human rights, calling on
rulers
to
rule
justly
and
compassionately; delineating limits on
their power over the lives, property,
and activities of their citizens, and
prescribing rules about standards of
behaviour among people. The ancient

lawmakers - among them Manu
(India), Hammurabi (Babylon) and
Justinian alome) - were responsible
for the promulgation of various codes
seeking to establish a coherent scheme
of rights and duties for citizens and
people. And many religions -Judaism,
Hinduism, Christianity, Buddhism,
Islam and others - have all sought to
establish comprehensive, coherent
moral codes of conduct based on divine
law. All include profound ideas on the
dignity of the human being, and are
concerned with the duties and
obligations of man to his fellow human
beings, to nature, to God, and indeed
the whole of creation.
The appearance of "rights" as a set
of popular rules limiting the sovereign
is usually traced to Magma Carta in
1215. In England the Magma Carta

enumerated a number of principles
whicharenowrecognizableinthefield
of modem human rights. Among these
principles, or commitments, were the
right of the church to be free from
governmental interference, and the
rights of all free citizens to own and
coritinued on next page

inherit property and be free also from
excessive taxes. Most importantly the
Magma Carla established principles of
due process and equality before the
law.
Later, the scientific and intellectual
achievements of the seventeenth
century encouraged a belief in natural
law and universal order. In the
eighteenth century the "age of
enlightenment" and the growing
confidence in human reason led to a
more comprehensive exposition of this
concept. Natural Law theorists like
John Locke argued that cerialn rights
self evidently pertained to individuals
as human beings because they existed
in a "state of nature" before entering
civil society. Chief among them were
therightstolife,liberty-freedom from
arbitrary rule - and property. Upon
entering civil society, man surrendered
to the state only the right to enforce
these natural rights and not the rights
themselves. Montesquieu, Voltaire and
Rousseau built on this and sought to
discover - and act upon - universally
valid
principles
harmoniously
governing nature, humanity and
society, including the theory of the
"RIghts of Man".

These
beliefs
contributed
significantly to the rationale for the
revolutions in the United States and
France. The 1776 U.S. Declaration of
Independence stated that:
"We hold these truths to be self-

evident; that all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by their creator
with certain inalienable rights, that
among these are life, 1ibertyr and the
pursuit of happiness."
Sinilarly, from. the 1789 revolution
in France emerged the "Declaration of

the Rights of Man," stating that "men
are born free and equal in rights" and
identifying the rights of "liberty,
property, safety and resistance to
oppression".3

In the American battle for
independence from Britain and the
overthrow of the despotic monarchy in
France, the idea of "rights" was called
into service to justify the throwing off
of oppression, and the declaration of
liberty of the individual served as the
precondition of and restriction on the
power of the state to govern. As the
Declaration
of
Independence
proclained
in
its
opening
paragraph:
"lh7hen in the course
of human
events, it becomes necessary for one
people to dissolve the political bands

which have connected them with
another, and to assume among the
powers of the earth, the separate and
equal station to which the Laws of
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Nature and God's Nature entitles them,
a decent respect to the opinions of
mankind requires that they should
declare the causes which inpel them to
separation."
But the idea of natural rights started
coming under scrutiny in the late
eighteenth century and throughout the
nineteenth century, before falling into
a degree of disfavour. The notion that
"rights" might belong to anyone,
anywhere, as a human inheritance, was
ridiculed by philosophers. Jeremy
Bentham called the idea of "natural
rights" nonsense upon stilts.
Nevertheless, the idea that certain
rights were so basic that they had a
universal character had taken root.
The late nineteenth century saw the
emergence of particular "human
rights" concerns in the intemational
system, arising from developments in
the national system. These included
emerging intemational commitments.
in relation to the abolition of slavery,
the adoption of standards on
employment, including those for
women and children, the promotion of
trade unionism, freedoms of assembly
and organization, and later, efforts to
make war more humane.
After the First World War, concern
for individual well being - and in
particular the rights of minorities were reflected in some of the
programmes of the League of Nations,
although the Covenant of the League
did not itself include any express
commitment to the promulgation of
principles governing the treatment of
people. The International Labour
Organization, which was fomed in
1919, was the first international
organization formally to recognize
certain rights and provide for the
adoption of international conventions
settingmininumstandardsforworking
conditions. But for the most part in the
period
prior to 1945 individuals were
"seen mostly as aliens and nationals".4
As aliens they had certain protections,
forexampleinrelationtotheirproperty
rights and personal treatment. But the
treatment of nationals was generally
regarded as being within the domestic
jurisdiction of sovereign states. The
individualhadnorightsinintemational
law, which dealt with treaties and
agreements between states and was
completely inaccessible to their
citizens.

The Holocaust was to change that
forever. By the end of the Second
World War the Allies set up an
international tribunal at Nuremberg to
punish individual Nazis for barbarities
they had authorized against, largely,

the Jews. These charges were called
"crimes against humanity", and were

distinct from the war crimes the Axis
powers had inflicted upon Allied
soldiers and prisoners-of-war. The
charges were aimed at individuals who
had committed acts of genocide and
torture against a civilian population.
For the first time then, individuals had
a "right" under intemational law to
demand a certain minimum treatment
from states. All other governments had
a duty to uphold this right by trying the
criminals who fell into their hands, or
else by setting up international courts
to punish them. This was a huge step
forward for human rights, and a step
which was to be given concrete form
shortly thereafter through the creation
of the United Nations and the
beginnings of that universal system-of
human rights protections envisaged in
the earlier work and thinking of H.G.
Wells and Eleanor Roosevelt.
The question which history suggests
is whether religion has any meaningful
role to play in human rights. At first
there was suspicion from the religions
of the world. Even though the UN
General Assembly unanimously
approved the Universal Declaration,
only a few religious representatives
supported this historic statement. Many
religious communities opposed the
formation of the Declaration. Islamic
Saudi Arabia abstained from voting
because the Declaration did not
ac]mowledge that all richts come from
God. Likewise many Protestants voiced
similar concerns about the absence of
references to God. The Catholic Church,
despite Monsignor Roncalli, who later
became Pope John 2rm, assisting in
the drafting of the Declaration, failed to
support it, as it did not recognize the
sovereignty of God.
But, just as many countries have
accepted the concept of human rights,
so, too, now have the major religious
communities. They have travelled the
journey from rejection to the
proclamation of human rights. In
Human RIghis in REItgiorus Traditions

(1982), Rabbi Daniel Polish stated that
the idea of human rights "derives in the
Jewish tradition from the basic
theological affirmation of Jewish
faith". Haim H Cohn in ff#7#cz7e Rz.g¢£s
z.72 Jewz.sfe I,czw concluded that both

Jewish law and the Universal
Declaration support the belief that to
claim any right implies a duty to secure
respect for the rights of others. It was
not until 1963 with Pope John XXHI's
encyclical P¢ce7„ z.7? re7.rz.s that the

Catholic Church started to accept the
concept of human rights. Today Pope
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John Paul 11 often talks about the
promotion of human rights as being the
central mission of the Church.
Forty years on, the main religious
communities: Christians, Jews and
Muslims are in agreement that rights
are gifts from God and that human
rights offer a common set of values
that bind together different cultures
toward a common goal of peace and
respect. Human rights should not be
seen as a threat to religion or a
replacement of it. One only has to read
Article 9 of the European Convention
on Human Rights entitling everyone to
freedom of thought, conscience and
religion to establish this.
Certainly there are significant
overlaps between religion and the idea
that individuals have certain
inalienable rights. Not only are the
roots of the present arrangements under

the UN system of human rights
grounded in earlier traditions, one of
which is religion, but we can safely
tease out a variety of concerns that are
common to both - alleviation of
poverty, equal concern and respect for
all people, the sanctity of life, the
pursuit of justice, to mention only a
few. Underlying all of them is a
concept which most closely shows the
relationship between the modem idea
of human rights and the ancient faiths
of the world - the concept of dignity.
Wrhen Eleanor Roosevelt's Committee
sat down to draft the Universal
Declaration on Human Rights, it was
the concept of dignity which allowed
delegates with differeut religions and
philosophical convictions to find
common ground.
Some thinkers, such as Michael
Peny, have gone so far as to argue that
the idea of human richts is inescapably
religious.5 RII Tawney put it this way
when he said: "The essence of all
morality is this: to believe that every
human being is of infinite importance,
and therefore that no consideration of
expediency can justify the oppression
of one by another. But to believe this is
necessary it is to believe in God."
Whether that can be proved or not
(and Ronald Dworldn said "we almost
all accept... that human life in all its
fomis is sacred... For some of us, this is
a matter of religious faith; for others,
of secular but deep philosophical
belief') it seems clear that the inherent
dignity of every individual, in religious
thinking derived from God, finds
expression in human rights terms from

our common hunarity.
Religion as one of the roots of
human rights can continue to play a
meaningful role in explicating,
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critiquing and moulding human rights
concerns and other international
commitments with which human
rights - with their concern for the
protection of human dignity - are
closely aligned. One of those
international commitments is the
commitment to democracy as a system
ofgoverrment.
Human rights are best served
through a clear and unwavering
commitment to democracy. I would go
so far as to suggest that our discussion
around human rights in the context of
Reform Judaism, is part and parcel of a
broader debate about democracy and
ourunderstandingofwhatitmeansthat
one lives in a democratic state. For
Europeans in particular, the seeds of a
common commitment to democracy
and its moral resonance lie in the
aftermath of the Second World War.
Modern day Europe is ineradicably
marked and changed by the experience
of the perversion of democracy and
law and the utter tyranny of State
power which characterized Nazi rule
in Gemany and occupied Europe from
the early 1930s to the mid 1940s.

Lawyers have learnt important lessons
fromthisperversion.Theuniquehorror
of the Nazi system, democratically
elected into I)ower, is that it purported

to maintain the forms of law and
legality, while permitting tyranny and
injustice to reign. In the words of the
Nuremberg War Crimes Tribunal the
Nazi legal system was one in which
"the dagger of the assassin was
concealed beneath the robe of the
jurist".
While none of us would dispute that
democracy can be subverted and
twisted, the Nazi experience poses a
challenge to which political and
religious thinkers alike can respond.
That challenge is this: What does
democracy really mean? Classical
international law, for exalnple, had for
many years held that sovereign status
was simply a function of power control, by whatever means, over a
population within a territory. Today,
the world is rapidly accepting that
legitimacy affects sovereignty, and that
increasingly governments are expected
to be democratic if they are to
legitimately exercise sovereign power.
Thomas Franck, a celebrated American
intemational lawyer, explains this as
the consequence of overlapping phases
of development in intemational law
which eventually culminated in the
human
right
to
democratic
governance.6

While this commitment to
democracy is a notable development,

the question remains: What are we to
make of this commitment to
democracy? Put more positively: What
do we expect of nations that already
proclaim themselves to be democratic?

And what is the link between
democracy on the one hand and other
key commitments of a civilized society
on the other, namely respect for human
rights and the rule of law? What do we
expect, for example, of the UK and its
demo cratic
aspirations,
one
manifestation of which is the Human
Rights Act and its incorporation of the
European Convention on Human
RIghts?
The answers to these questions, at
least in part, are bound up with our
understanding of democracy. It is by
no means easy to provide a definition
of what Winston Churchill described
as "the worst system of government
except for all others". Franck,
considering the "1init of what the still
frail system of states can be expected
to accept and promote", says that "[t]he
term `democracy', as used in
international rights parlance, is
intended to connote the kind of
governance that is legitimated by the
consent of the governed."

That is a happy start, but if we - as
lawyers and religious leaders and
acadelnics - are comlnitted to a moral,
more substantive form of democracy,
it ought to be regarded as nothing more
than a start. Democracy cannot be seen
simply as an arithmetical procedure for
determining how a Goverrment is put
into or removed from power. h such a
guise, we would remain vulnerable to
the Nazi distortion. The right to
democratic governance should not be
allowed to obscure the substantive
moral content of a tmly democratic
political regime, one which, in
accordance with religious tenets, is
required to protect and proclain the
value of human life, and to provide the
conditions for each individual's
flourishing. A real democracy, we
should remember, remains committed
to respecting the dignity of all who
come under its control, even in the case
where a majority of the electorate may
favour the deprivation or attenuation
of rights for unpopular minorities whether that be present day asyluln
seekers in the more developed
countries of the world, or Jews in the
Germany of the eady 1 93 0s. AS Ronald
Dworkin, one of the world's greatest
philosophers, has explained: to
understand democracy one must draw
a distinction between majoritarian and
egalitarian democracy. Majoritarian
democracy pemits the "tyrarmy of the
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majority" and is a defective form of
democracy, since it denies the equality
of all citizens and along with it that
concern of the world's great religions
- the sacredness of all human beings.
Egalitarian democracy, by contrast,
recognizes the equality of all citizens,
and therefore entrenches their rights in
a constitution or code to protect them
from violation by majorities.7 It is the
duty of the State authorities therefore and this is especially the case in
democratic systems - to stand up for
and protect frodanental rights, often
against majority opinion. And in trying
times, such as those currently
experienced by gov.emments postSeptember 11 where States face a
threat to their internal security, that
duty demands that a proper balance be
stnick between a response to terrorism
andcontinuedr-espectforcivilliberties.
As the Pope noted in his 1991
encyclical Centesimus Annus "a
democracy without values easily turns
into open or thinly-disguised
totalitarianism".8 I think Arthur
Chaskalson, South Africa's current

Chief Justice, put it well in the
Makwanyane9 case, the landmark
decision of the Constitutional Court
which struck down the death penalty in
South Affica in 1995. h ringing terms
whichwouldnothavebeenoutofplace
in a religious sermon, Chaskalson said:
"Those who are entitled to claim

truman rights protection] include the
social outcasts and marginalized
people of our society. It is only if there
is a willingness to protect the worst
and the weakest amongst us, that all of
us can be secure that our own rights
will be protected."1o

On the Pope's,
or Judge
Chaskalson's analysis, a political
regime - even one supported or elected
byamajorityofthepopulation-which
seeks to deny basic rights to those
falling within its care, is in danger of
forfeiting the right to call itself
"democratic".

Another danger of being content
with a limited, adjectival form of
democracy is that it too easily cuts off
our thinking about development
concerns; about insisting that real
democracy means ensuring a decent
quality of life for citizens within States
and across States. If we see the nomi of
democraticgovemancemerelyinterms
of procedural elections, then that might
serve to limit our focus to civil and
political rights at the expense of what
human rights lawyers have come to
call economic, social and cultural
rights. That limitation would be
unfortunate. The undeniable fact is that
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electoral democracy is not necessarily
enough to ensure development; that the
sine qua non for poverty eradication

are the values of human richts - both
civil and political freedoms and the
values of economic justice, social
inclusion, and cultural rights. Civil and
political and socio-economic ri8lits are
inter-related and mutually supporting.
As my colleague Rabinder Singh has
forcefully explained:
"Just as you cannot worship at the

templeoflibertyifyouhavenothingto
eat, so if you want to protest about
people going hungry in a land of plenty
you need to have freedom of
expression.»1i

h relation to human development,
the interconnectedness which Rabinder
has expressed, boils down to some hard
but undeniable conclusions: human
dignity, freedom and equality are
denied to those who have no food,
clothing or shelter.
Much work remains to be done if
democracy's true potential is to be
realized. I think we all accept that
electoral democracy does not, in and of
itself, do away with social
marginilization of the weak, the
oppressed, the different, and the
unwanted. The lessons of substantive
democracy are, moreover, lessors that
remain as tnie for liberal states as they
do for non-liberal states. Liberal
democracy continues to fall its citizens
in many respects; one thinks merely of
the persistence
in "western"
democracies of asymmetrical life
opportunities between sexes, ethnic
groups and classes.

I think we all accept that
electoral demoaracy
does not, in ond, Of itself
do away with social
margindisedon Of the
weak, the oppressed, the

dif fereut, and the
unwonted.
Similarly, we know that universal
suffrage does not put an end to
inequalities in the capacity of citizens
to achieve dignified lives, hampered as
they are by ongoing economic
disparities in society. It is for this
reason that the study and practice of
human rights requires greater
conceptual and policy linkage to
democracy as a vehicle for

development - of breaking down

bariers of poverty that entrap citizens
and spoil their chances of flourishing
as citizens within the democratic State.
National and intemational leaders
talk the language of rights. They
emphasize their conritment to human
rights, as well as condemn human
rights violations. Just as human rights
have gained prominence within
religious communities over the past
decade, it has been only recently that a
human rights approach within the
Uhited Nations has gained momentum.
For example, the Viema Declaration
(1993) established a permanent link

between extreme poverty and the
absence of the full and effective
exercise of human rights. Kofi Arman,
the UN Secretary General, affirmed his
commitment to human rights saying:
"As long as I am Secretary-General,
the United Nations as an institution
will always place the human being at
the centre of everything we do ....
whether a person belongs to the
minority or the majority, that person's
human rights and fundamental
freedoms are sacred."12 This pledge has

been successfully built on by Mary
Robinson, when UN Commissioner for
HumanRI8hts,andtodayhumanrights
are ingrained into the day-to-day
operations of the United Nations.
However, at the start of the twenty
first century their words of condemnation are often hollow when we look at
the.reality -millions of people
throughout the world that are being
denied their basic human rights. Shirin
Edadi, the Nobel Peace Prize Laureate,
highlighted this in her 2003 Lecture:
when reflecting on the findings of the
United Nations Development Progralnme she said that this "spells out the
rise of a disaster which distances
mankind fi.om the idealistic world of
the authors of the Universal Declaration of Human RI9hts."13

We only have to look at the vast
inequalities that exist throughout the
world to see how true her statement is.
A quarter of the world's population
is living in severe poverty and denied
of their basic human rights. Over 800
million people don't get enough food.
840millionadults,mostlywomen,lack
the most basic literacy skills and 1.2
billion people live without access to

safe dinking water.
Children, often the maln victims of
poverty - are also being denied human
rights such as access to adequate food,
safe water and sanitation, primary
health care and basic education.
Consequently, six in every one hundred
infants do not live to see
coritinued on next page
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theirfirstbirthday,witheightnotliving
to see their fifth. One hundred and
sixty million pre-school children
underweight, one in three children in
the developing world not completing
five years of education and preventable
diseases killing over two million
children every year. The thought of
receiving their basic human rights is

nothing more than a distant dream.
Torture and persecution and ethnic
cleansing have plagued the world over
the past decade. If we remind ourselves
of the terrible atrocities in Bosnia
which resulted in 250,000 dead or the
bloody civil war in Sierra Leone, as
well as the ongoing human rights
violations in Rwanda and Burundi 700,000 dead in 90 days. We also see

that many countries still maintain the
death penalty. In 2002, at least 1,526

prisoners were executed in 3 1 countries
and 3,248 people were sentenced to
death in 67 countries. In the Philippines
at least 7 children are currently under
the sentence of death.]4 Denied of the
foundational right; the right to life.
People are being denied of their

hulnan rights here on our doorstep and
far away.
Today's human rights violations
come from a number of different
directions: the threat of terrorism and
its consequences and causes, conflict,
poverty, violence, prejudice, bad
governance and the unfettered pursuit
of material gain at the expense of the
less fortunate, the defenceless and the
environment. In such a climate there is
a risk that the rights of individuals are
bypassed and advocates of human
rights retreat. To do so would be a
grave mistake. Now more than ever it
is vital that we advance the discourse
of human rights. Words of comfort or
sympathy are not sufficient. Real
commitment and action is required at
all levels of society.
But it is not a one way street as those

who seek to downplay hunran rights
often suggest. With human rights there
are also duties or responsibilities. In

t6day'sworldwecommonlyhearwhen
an individual is being denied their
rights, but less so about when it comes
to discharging their duties. Society can
only function because most of us
understand that bargain.
That bargain must not only exist
within our countries, but between our
countries. Faith communities have
done much to remind us of that. When
it comes to discharging our
responsibilities we can point to
numerous examples from different
religious communities such as helping
the homeless, less educated, sick and
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less fortunate. Valuable work that is
often taken for granted has an impact
worldwide. For example, I know the
UK Jewish Aid and International
Development Charity has been
working closely with the Department
for International Development in the
Target 2015 campaign to halve the
number of people who live in abject
poverty by 2015. Most notable is the
Jubilee 2000 campaign which brought
together
different
religious
communities - Christians, Jews and

Conf oict, persecution

and hatred
predominately results
from our f;dilure to
accept dif ference.
Muslims - along with other
associations and groups to lobby for
Third World debt relief.
When we talk about human rights
from a religious perspective it is clear
that such rights and duties are not only
directed at the macro level. Action goes
beyond national, international bodies
and organizations to communities,
groups and individuals. Everyone has
aroletoplayinensuringhumandignity
and tolerance. As Eleanor Roosevelt
put it when launching the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights :
"Where, after all, do universal

human rights begin? In small places,
close to home - so close and so small
that they cannot be seen on any maps
of the world. Yet they are the world of
an
individual
person;
the
neighbourhood he lives in; the school
or college he attends; the factory, farm
or office where he works. Such are the
places where every man, woman, and
child seeks equal justice, equal
opportunity, equal dignity without
discrimination. Unless these rights
have meaning there, they have little
meaning anywhere. Without concerted
citizen action to uphold them close to
home, we shall look in vain for
progress in the larger world." 15

Conflict, persecution and hatred
predominately results from our failure
to accept difference. We often stereotype or discriminate on the basis that
they are different, they don't think or
look the same as us. Yet no where in
the teachings of Christianity, Judaism
or Islam do we see the statement that

anyone of us is better than our
neighbour. If we did, then we would be
rejecting the belief that we are all made
in the image of God. In fact, the exact
opposite prevails, treating people
equally and with dignity dominates our
religions. The command "You shall
love your neighbour as yourself'
comes to mind. As well as the term
"stranger" which is used in the Hebrew
Bible as describing someone who is
not like us and the teaching to treat the
"stranger" as one of our own is

frequently referred to. In fact the
requirement to "love the stranger" is
stated no fewer than thirty-six times
throughout the Hebrew Bible.]6 Chief
Rabbi Sacks recalls from an ancient
Jewish teaching - the Mishnah - in his
book entitled 7lfee Dz.g7„.I); o/
DziTe7`e7zce: "when a human being

makes many coins in the same mint,
they all come out the same. God makes
every person in the same image - His
image - and each is different."
"Love the stranger" is the biggest
challenge facing us today. It is not an
easy task and there is no doubt we will
fail on occasions. But the test is not to
give up, but to learn and continue
leaming and, if we are to achieve this,

positive inter faith relations are
essential. Jews, Christians or Muslims
should not feel isolated, excluded or
forced to live out their beliefs in
private. Religion should be visible both
in public and private spheres.
Human rights and religion have both
made significant contributions to the
upliftment of human kind. Together
they can forcefully be used to examine
common ways and means to ensure
that all persons are treated as sacred,
with their dignity respected and
protected. These common aspirations
can assist in our thinking and dreaming
about what the true potential of a
democratic State holds for its citizens.
Certainly the commitment to hunian
rights as a concomitant of a democratic
State is the first step towards ensuring
that that democracy is a value-laden,
substantive one. A commitment to such
a value-laden, substantive form of
democracy in turn is a conrfutment
which finds a suitable parallel in
religion's concern for the poor, for the
downtrodden, for equality, and for the
sacredness of human life I
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BRING BACK THE MIKVEH
Anouska Salida
"Growing up isn't easy... Twenty

seers light years away.
The girl in you grows, but the
f reckles stay..."

Worst Witch in the 1980s film

THE was
SIMPLE
a sourceSONG
of much OF
comfort
THE
to
me in my adolescence. I realized I was
not alone in my constant state of turmoil
and angst. Growing up really was not
easy and getting to twenty sometimes
felt as if it was a space odyssey.
Leaming how to think and behave often
conflicted with the way I felt, and I still
shiver when I recall how painfully
awkward I felt in my new body. Being
Jewish seemed to mean I was different
and yet at the same time special, and
being a woman appeared to involve
many more contradictions.
Now I have reached those celestial
twenties I am not convinced that being
grown up is that easy either. Having
just about forged an identity for myself
after a decade of trying to work it all
out, there are more conflicts to resolve.

I am leaming that being a Refomi
Jewish woman, and a feminist, a
girlfriend, a sister and a daughter to
boot is no picnic. Trying to pursue a
fulfllled Jewish life that reconciles with
the rest of my identity is an interesting
challenge.
Fortunate though we are to live in
western society, my female friends and
I battle daily with a media propagated
``Beauty Myth" far more aggressive

than the writer Naomi Wolf ever
imagined. As feminists we chastise
ourselves for getting drawn into this
vicious cycle of self-scrutiny and try to
celebrate our beauty. As daughters we
are shocked as we realize we have
inherited a compelling desire to feed
and nurture. As independent women
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we are horrified to discover that the
idea of marriage is no longer abhorrent
or necessarily oppressive. And as
young Reform Jews we wonder if we
will ever find a comfortable way of
expressing our faith and our
spirituality.
In her analysis of feminism in the
US Jewish community, Breczffe o/I,z/e,
Sylvia Barack Fishman (The Free
Press, New York, 1993) observes that
one of the major challenges facing
contemporary Jewish women is to find
vehicles for female spirituality that are
compatible with historic Judaic
attitudes. I believe this is something
that needs to be readdressed. Until now
Reform Jewish communities have
concentrated much energy on
supporting egalitarianism within
prayer and cultural life, and quite
rightly so. It is so often easy to take
this wonderful freedom for granted.
But deconstructing historic attitudes
towards Jewish men and women, it is
possible that we have neglected the
importance of individual gender-based
experience. In a society where plastic
surgery is almost the norm, and where
eating disorders and body dysmorphia
prevail, it is not suaprising that the
gendered body increasingly plays such
an intrinsic role in our self-perception.
Refomi Judaism enabled women to
engage in rituals and prayers that were
previously off-limits. By challenging
traditional roles it opened a whole
world of Jewish possibilities for young
females. Today we can be bat mitzvah,
we can lay tefillin and becoming a
rabbi is a viable career option. Yet for
so many women of my generation, shut
no longer offers a spiritual solution, and
we are becoming increasingly estranged
from prayer. Whilst we are able to in-

volve ourselves in all aspects of reli-

gious life, attending services does little
to address the complex contemporary
Jewish experience. Young Jewish
women wanting to combine individual,
family and community needs have so
many choices today that life can often
be overwhelming and contradictory.
Unsurprisingly, formalized and fairly
traditional congregational structures no
longer appeal as much as other forms
of meditation and reflection, which
bring both our physical and spiritual
beings into focus.
To re-engage a new generation of
women with their culture and heritage,
we need to take another look at traditional attitudes towards the sexes.
Rather than focus on the perennial difference/sameness debates, we need to
concentrate on unique bodily experience and the reclamation of
gender-based rituals. Many reform
communities have discarded these
rituals as irrelevant, oppressive relics
of a patriarchal tradition. The laws and
associated practices of 73z.ddcz%, pertain-

ing to family purity, exemplify this
important rejection. Biblical taboos
prohibiting contact with menstrual
women undoubtedly contributed to a
stifling portrayal of women as
creatures delimited by their sexuality.
But what of the associated rituals themselves? The ideological basis for
"z.fu/e% may be oppressive and
androcentric but what does the experi-

ence itself actually offer its female
participants?
Mikveh i:rL the corltext of niddah
remains, for me, an outdated ritual
derived from an elaborate rabbinic
complex of laws of menstrual purity.
Like so many Jewish laws they evolved
to deal with a particular set of socio-
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cultural circumstances very different
to our own. That is not to say that
contemporary women necessarily feel
constrained or oppressed by this
archaic ritual cycle. Interviews with
orthodox Jewish women in Los
ALrLgehes (God Gave Us The RIght,

Maming, Rutgers WP, 1999) reveal
that many women actually feel
empowered by 72z.ddczfe laws, others find

it essential for exploring their
spirituality. Whilst it is tempting to
argue that this empowerment is merely
a false by-product of the patriarchal
ideology, I believe there is much value

Tmater has the

abilrty to calm
and soothe,
and some US

women are
#sz.72g mikveh

in healing
rites.
to be found in an individual's
experience. If one feels empowered by
an activity then this liberating
sensation becomes more important
than the circumstance.s surounding it.
And if orthodox Jewish women are
finding renewed meaning and depth in
this ritual practice, perhaps it is tine
that progressive Jewish women begin
their own exploration of 77tz.fuefe.

Across the United States, Jewish
women of every persuasion have begun to reclaim rituals. There is a
massive resurgence in 772z.fuefe use and

a new wave of interest in ritual practice. Through the reclamation and
reconstruction of rituals previously rejected for their misogyny, new ways of
doing and being a Jewish woman have
emerged. Focusing on the symbolism
of water, immersion and spiritual transformation, groups of women are
creating new practices involving
"z.rfucfe to mark important events in
their lives. The website ritualwell.org,
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a project affiliated to the US
Reconstructionist Rabbinical College,
contains dozens of contemporary Jewish holiday and lifecycle ceremonies
created by women for women. 44z.fuefe
is incoaporated into ways of marking
the birth of a baby girl, for divorce, for
infertility, for bat mitzvah and for the
onset of menstruation/menopause.
Female lifecycle events used largely
to pass by without fomial communal
response. Naming ceremonies for baby
girls and b77oZ mz.fzi;czfe have come a

long way in redressing this balance,
but there is potential to make these
events even more relevant and related
to an individual's experience. Twelve/
thirteen is undoubtedly an important
time in the development of both boys
and girls. For teenage girls in particular, the onset of menstruation coincides
with a relentless subjection to unattainable standards of beauty. Bat
mitzvah publicly addresses an individual's coming of age, and an
accepting of the responsibilities of
adulthood in both family and communal settings. But for a teenage girl,
coming to terms with the consequences
of her new adult status, a personal
ceremony such as 77".froe% might help

ease this transition. Immersion has the
symbolic potential to integrate the
physical with the spiritual and to
celebrate the individual in her unique
body. What better way to afflrm a girl' s
personal commitment to her cultural
heritage whilst acknowledging the
sanctity of her body?
There is much potential for other
female life-cycle transitions to be
marked in this way, both independently
and communally. Water has the ability
to calm and soothe, and some US
women are using 77".h;cfo in healing
rites. Dr Ruth Lerman (jze/z.gz.o72 cz7zd

Effez.es Mczgrzz.;7e, June 6 2003), a breast

disease specialist and breast cancer
survivor describes how this powerful
ritual bath can assist women who are
``wondering how to incorporate in their

Jewish life the life-changing event of
having breast cancer". The Mikvah
Project, a touring exhibition of photos
and interviews documenting the
resurgence of this Jewish rite of
immersion, exemplifies the role 77!z.froefe

is playing in contemporary Jewish lives
(www.mikvahproject.com). Having
dispensed with the taboos traditionally
shrouding it, the ritual emerges as a
silent celebration of womanhood.
The reclamation by women of the
773z.rfuefe rite clearly has much value. It

offers a means of re-engaging with
Judaism and an exploration of one's
female spirituality. This is by no means

the only area where forgotten rituals
are being rejuvenated to facilitate
participation in Jewish life. Groups of
Jewish women all over the UK meet on
the first day of each Hebrew month to
celebrate Ros% Cfeodes%. According to

legend, the festival of the new moon
was a day of rest for women, a reward
for refusing to join in with the men in
the sin of the Golden Calf. Women's
celebrations of JIosfe Cfeodesfe are

gaining popularity among women
exploring Jewish rituals and spirituality as they provide a forum for
discussion and creative leaning. As
parallels are drawn between women's
monthly cycles and the renewal of the
moon each month, there is symbolic
ground for ritual reconstruction.
Despite the success o£ Rosh Chodesh
renewal in the UK, little has been done
within the progressive Jewish community to re-examine the 772z.fue%. The

Jewish Women's Network launched
``The Mikveh Monologues" following
last year's Limmud conference, to
record past, present and future attitudes
to 777z.fu;efe amongst Jewish women in

the UK (www.jwn.org.uk). Whilst this
is a truly exciting and taboo-busting
project that will incorporate a crosssection of women in the Jewish
community, I believe it is important
for the Reform Jewish community to
take a look for itself. In the context of
the current Living Judaism Initiative,
building new communities of participation, reclaiming rituals and making
them relevant to contemporary lives is
crucial.

As a young Jewish woman I am
acutely aware of the many pressures
and contradictions being faced by my
contemporaries and this has prompted
my search for solutions. That is not to
say that similar processes and practices
should not be re-examined to address
the particular needs of contemporary
Jewish men. After all, the "missing
generation" so often referred to in the
context of continuity consists of both
men and women searching for ways
back into Jewish belief and practice.
Growing up really is not easy, even for
a dynamic Reform Jewish community.
Ritual renewal, embracing an
individual's physical and spiritual
experience in a Jewish context, could
just make this maturation easier .
ANOUSKA SALIDA I.s cr /ree/a#ce /.o#r#cz/!`sf
who is currently living in Melbourne, Australia.
She has been active in the Reform Moveme:nt for
many years, most recently in the role of RSGB
Young Adult Co-ordinator. Anouska grew up at
Finchley Reform Synagogue (she was the fu.st
toddler to join their kindergarten) and she is
also a bogerct (graduate) Of RSY-Netzer.
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HOW CREATED
A NEW SCROLL
Marc Michaels
world of so/r#Z is rare. The so/er,
scribe, has to work
to aIN
Zz.fa:kef77,
SOMETHING
NEW
THE

copyist's guide, and one camot change
even a letter, or the work will be pczsa//,
invalid. But, in late 2003, I was
presented with the opportunity to create
a fz.kha#. Possibly the first time this has
happened in 1,500 years.

The Conservative movement in the
USA has introduced a new piece of
liturgy to commemorate yo77c ffczsfeoczfo,

Holocaust Day, which they hope will
become part of the standard ritual
worldwide. One year after its
introduction, Brighton and Hove's
forward thinking Rabbi David Meyer
decided that he would like to introduce
this to their service, but also that he
would like it to be read from a real
scroll, similar to jl4:egr.//CZZ Esffeer. I was
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therefore commissioned to write the
first such scroll in the world.
Writing a new Sefer, book, in the
tradition of Sr¢A4[ following the
Halacha is a new and exciting venture.
Because of the subject matter, it was a
task tinged with sadness, too.
Creating a fz.frha# is not just about

copying the Hebrew and adding the
Zczggz.7e, crowns, on top of the letters.

The scribe must take it upon himself to
achieve a meaningful interpretation.
The text is very moving indeed and I
wanted to create ideas for what I like to
call "visual Midrash", i.e. pemitted
scribal idiosyncrasies, to complement
it, so that not only the content of the
text, but also its physical structure will
then become part of our collective
memory. Moreover since God's name
appears, I concluded it should be

constructed as per the standard scribal
rules even though this is not - yet? - a
holy book.2

The first stage for me was probably
very different than for the scribes of
old who would have created the Zz.frha7c

by trial and error over many years and
versions. Not for me - a child of the
twenty first century. I reached not for
my quill but for my mouse and went.
searching for a Hebrew OCR (Optical
Character Recognition) program that
would allow me to scan in the printed
Hebrew text for editing on screen.
Once in electronic fomi I could
amend font sizes, colulrm widths and
line lengths to ensure every cr773wd,

column, was equal in length, in this
case twenty eight lines, and width,
fiveteen cms, and fully justified.
continued on next page
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Then I could think up ideas. The
flrst was a given. The author of the
book had laid out the last paragraph in
an inverted triangle shape for emphasis
and this could be preserved and indeed
enhanced in the scroll. That said,
interestingly enough such a tail type
arrangement is specifically noted as
unacceptable for a mezuzah where a
shape like "a tent that is narrow above
and broad below .... or like a tail, broad
above and short below .... or like a circle
and even if one made it only on one
side like a tent or like a tail it is
invalid."3 Such a ban is extended in the
commentaries to I/?//I.# and rorczfe but
"of Esther. AJ]so in Masechet Sofrim
1:11 there is, according to some

authorities, an apparent acceptance of
a "tapering" by making each
successive line shorter than the one
preceding it in the end ¢77?#c7 of the
ro7-czfe in order to make up the correct
czmz{d length, even if this was .but one

verse spread across a full column. But
the clincher is in Rashi's commentary
to A4le7tczcfeof 30a (above) where he

actually draws out what this "tapering"
looks like in order to meet Rav's ruling
to finish "/'e};7!e)/ 4o/ );z.srczer' in the

middie of the bottom line -and it's a
tail.

The second idea was in part obvious,
too. Scribes often make individual
letters large4 and this was a natural

development - but which letters?
The first letters of each of the six
sections sprang to mind but would it
have any meaning? "jzesfe" in
"res fez.f ", beginning, the first word,
""e773 " in "ro '/o", fllled, which spells
"rcz" ", exalted. The next section began

with a "heh:' .[r\ "hachoshech'', thf3
darkness, then "cz/epfe" in "e/", too,
but adding the second letter ``/a"cd"
would be good as that word is a
Hebrew homonym and also denotes
one of God's holy names, which leads
to ``%cz-c/", the God. Moving onwards

letters together spelling "ed", witness,
so that we witness as well as hear that
God is orle. Megillat Hashoah a,iso
carries the words "sfee"cz" and

big el

"ec%czc7" as fmal pleas from those who

E:EhR|E.LbVAftytht`h.ri"Buthnttin.u
big bet

tp!EIL!tREH_!±a]ai=±2|ffl±L_

big ayin

.-.*iE.iibig mem 2

our blood, balanced on either side on

Putting the seven letters together
reads "rcr" fecz-eJ b'cz7„", the Lord is

exalted amongst the people, showing
that despite the horrors and atrocities
people did not lose faith and Judaism
survived.
Studying the text one became very
aware of the feeling that somehow God
was not present during the Sfeocz%, He
had frz.v};¢cfeo/, as it were, been

diminished during that time and faded
into the shadows. One sentence reads,
"The Most High abides in secret, God
dwells in the shadow of silence" (5 :21)
and this inspired another visual
Midrash. There is a tradition at a
sz.)a;win, completion ceremony, that the

so/er writes the outlines of the fmal
eighteen letters and members of the
community fill them in to participate
in the 613th mitzvah -to write a Sefer
Torah.
In actual fact, outlines of letters as
long as they are not broken are
technically already faczsfeer.5 Thus those

people in large part are really only

beautifying by making them whole but that's a whole other debate. Having
seen the word `wv'tseJ' and in the
shadows I decided to deliberately leave
the word in outline as a hint to the

``b 'cz77€ ", amongst the people? Indeed

there was a "77te77t " in the middle of the

Enthfurmti::I-:h'=.ih-:ii`i;'i:i'
big mem 1

_¥¥±ndiE±qriap£+i:*~i=±-tRIi\:hi
big heh
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the tail.

find a ``roem" as that would spell

big resh

one has to ensure that the "dcz/ef " was
still very clearly that letter. This was
another way to reflect on the possible
eclipse of God and as a balancing
_. _ `11

voice, "cz}/I.7c " in "od", again. Could I

REfr]*.i.=L:.T`i`¥L¥:TLr_ofty.N.I

regime. So I made the "cz);I.77 " and the

"dcz/e/ " small, though not too small as

--I --.-_-.-- itt_ ._. I-,_,- -T_--1T-I-r-,_
Th-sti-twin-ys

gave ``bef " in "bar fo/", heavenly

penultimate word "b 'dcz772e7g);## ", in

were sentenced to death under the Nazi

:.i=.t`

Li_ -LjLLLEL ;
uv'tsel

central question of God's shadowy
presence or absence.
There is also a very famous visual
Midrash in the central line of our
liturgy - the Sfee77tcz. To avoid reading
the "dalet" in "echad", one, as zL
"reffe " and spelling "clcfeer ", another,

it is made large. To this is added a large

"cz)/I.#" in "sfeemo'', hear, the two

i_qLI1
shemaechad
concept to the central verse of the book
of Deuteronomy.
The last idea before I started writing
probably took the longest amount of
thought and consideration and involves
but one word. Having sent the rz.4fa472

off for proofreading, Rabbi Meyer
wrote back suggesting that in chapter
three the author uses the word "they"
in quite a few places to refer to the
Nazis and whether it would be
possible, as a visual reference to echo
the concept o£ "Timcheh et zecher
.4rmcz/ch", blot out the remembrance of
4777cz/efa (Deut 25: 19) so .it would look

as if we were erasing them from the
face of the earth. Before a so/er writes
he tests the quill by writing the wold
"4mcz/e#' and blotting it out and I
suggested that this could instead be
done to the word "IVcztsz.J", Nazi, in

I:8, which was a word I actually felt
very uncomfortable seeing in a
liturgical text.
However by blotting out the word
with the three lines one uses for 4"cz/efr
then the Megillah actually becomes
non k&sfeer by Sral4 standards which
calls for unj oined unbroken letters with
only one exception, the broken "vczv"
(Numbers 25: 12). However I thought I
might be able to use this as the template
and perhaps have some sort of break in
the words. Perhaps a reverse out of the
three lines that blot j4"cz/ek so that the
letters are not fully broken but are cut
through - there used to be an English
letraset font called Shatter, which could
have given the right effect if it could be
done in Hebrew writing, but this

proved unworkable.
Instead I looked at thinning the
letters substantially. This would be
allowed as whilst the convention is that
a "grg'', roof, and a "77tos%czv'', base,

is always one nib width thick there is
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no actual prescribed width for these
and they can be thinner or even thicker
if still recognizably those letters.
Meanwhile Rabbi Meyer had also
had an excellent idea involving "4'rz. ",
how it is pronounced, and "fr 'fro ", how
it is written. Whilst the transmission of
the Torah through generations of
scribes has been amazingly accurate,
some errors in writing have crept in
but the A4lczssorafe, traditional text,

preserves how they are to be read.6
Rabbi Meyer meant for me deliberately
to spell it wrongly to blot out the word.
Having tried different transpositions of

Close observers will

see an additional tear
o73 £fee "nun" o/"ani",

a), on the last
occurrence Of the

phrase which I refer
fo z.7e Zfee tikkun czs

"din at hasofer", zfee

letters, the sequence "#at# cz/epfe )/wd

tsczdz. Jcz/" , as my father, Rabbi Maurice
Michaels, pointed out, would retain the
"shoresh", root, "nun aleph tsadi"

which means to blaspheme, to insult or

hanatsit
to scorn - this is a biblical word so was
not invented post-Nazism but is
extremely suitable.
I was still looking at these ideas as
either or, and then it occurred that we
could do both the transposition and the
thin letters. There was no reason why
we could not really really blot this
horrible word out through both
methods. Also, Zczggz.;€, say the Rabbis,

symbolize little daggers to protect us
from the demons SczZcz73, Ez and Gcz/z

and so as a final gesture these letters
would not enjoy that protection either
and the /czggz.# were deliberately not
affixed. 7
Large letters, small letters, outlines
and tails all gave symbolic meaning,
adding to the text and making the
writing even more meaningful and
powerful. A Zz.frfaa!7€, however, is a

copyist's guide and there is little point
to it if it is itself incorrect. So the next
stage involved finding a couple of
rabbis to act as proofreaders. One was

tear Of the scribe. It is

Eszfeer and thus a fairly extensive task
covering some thirteen crpe"dz.",
columns, and the deadline was fixed Yom Hashoah.
Even when I had started writing, I
was still thinking about developing it
further and one idea occurred to me as
I was looking at what was to become
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Sfe '/e772czfe - once borrowed from Leo

Baeck College library in my early
apprenticeship. This volume dealt with
scribal practice in great detail. Of
particular interest is a section which is
supposed to reflect the missing Se/er
Hafczggz.# recording lots of strange
decorations to letter (some very weird
indeed) that were traditions to be
written in a Torah at points during our
history.
One of the more common
embellishments is known as

"Zczg

prinarily to represent

mc4z7-e#ef / '"cz/czfe ", a tag curved below,

the personal sadness

and there was precedent for it to be on
many letters including the "be/" -the

Of the saribe at
having to write about
such terri,ble events
but sadly this tear
took on additional
sigrrf icance f ;or me
as, afiter a short break
visiting a

calligrapher friend in
Stockport, ray teacher

and friend, the
special man to whom
I had apprenticed as
a sofer, Vivian

first letter in "bockycz", cried. So I

:I:=EEh|Eitnvii#:tigtth

al eleh ant bockya

added this small embellishment to each
occurrence of the phrase representing a
small tear.
Close observers

will

see

an

additional tear on the "72ct# " of "cz72z. ",

I, on the last occurrence of the phrase
which I refer to in the fz.frha72 as "dz.777 czf

feczso/er", the tear of the scribe. It is
primarily to represent the personal
sadness of the scribe at having to write
about such terrible events but sadly
this tear took on additional significance
for me as, after a short break visiting a
calligrapher friend in Stoclaport, my

_-

_ - '

Solomon, died.
th_EL__i

ant tear

Rabbi Meyer, the other the rabbi of my
community SWESRS, my father.
The fz.frfe£# done, one then has to set
about the task of writing. A4:egz.//czf
f7czsfeocr% is just slightly smaller than

Then as I was scanning stuff into my
computer to e-mail Rabbi Meyer, I
came across a folder I hadn't opened
for a while. This contained scanned
pages from a very rare volume actually volulne twenty nine - of rorczfe

cz"#d ten. There is a repeated refrain,
to be repeated by the community in
response to each sad event read by the
re;a.der "al ele ant bochya", ove;I these
[things] I cry. I toyed with the idea of
lengthening the right leg of the last
letter ``feefe" into a classic teardrop

shape. However there is no precedent
in STczA4 for this and I had tried
throughout to remain faithful to
established scribal practice.

teacher and friend, the special man to
whom I had apprenticed as a so/cr,
Vivian Solomon, died.
Having recalled the strange Jczggz.7g

o£ Torah Shelemah 1 took sor"e ti."e
out to look at other pages and came
across a question mark shaped /tzg which seemed to be quite commonly
affixed to many letters. Within the text
the word "/¢77eczfe " (why) appears no
less than ten times. Four in czmafd seven

continued on next page
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and six in the last column. The first
four were more part of a personal
account and I had engineered them to
all appear in one line. To the last six,
which were stated in a more collective
context, however I wanted to append
this tag to the last letter of the word "fee%". A question mark for each
million of the six million. A question

``its colours". But the translation

"rainbow" led to the consideration of

including a rainbow shaped tag on the
word, that I had seen elsewhere. Rabbi
Meyer - equating the idea of the
rainbow with the story of Noah and the
fact that this was a God Who would not
destroy the earth ever again and as the
Sfeocz% was in many ways a destruction

meanings and ideas within the text over
time for which they will wish to amend
line contents, letter shapes, ftzggz.#, etc.

But too many "ideas" will perhaps
detract. One just hopes that the scribal
traditions set within this fz.4ha72 - all

based firmly within Halacha and
established precedent - are retained
through the generations and that the
text itself likewise becomes a part of

Fj_!5L!nSf:#nisiigithg`

lanah six

mark which expresses what faith can
be about when our Jewish life is so
much rooted in the memory of the
Shoah.
Thus far, I have said little about the
English of the text but it was that that
led to the next idea. 5:17 reads "...and

for all the world's beauty whose
rainbow of colours was lost, replaced
by only brown and gray and black."
The Hebrew ``/sz.v 'o7?I.j/z/fo " just means

FTiirrTT-+iiiirTiif
rFTi

rainbow tag tseva

of humanity - felt that we should aim
for a kind of "broken" rainbow, and
again several options were considered
before settling on one fmal depiction.
Finally, in the Sfeermcz in r73//i.# or

j\4'ez#zo/ there is also a tradition of
writing an oddly expanded or spread

"c%ef " in "cfeczrczfe ", anger. I had to go

to Stamford Hill to get to the bottom of
this one but it is found in a very
negative context of God destroying the
land if we don't keep the
commandments. One so/er I know felt
that the "chef " should be spread so
that the "cfeczro# cz/" should apply on
the "resfecz 'z.772", wicked ones, and bases
this on Ba 'czJ fJcz£#rz.77c but I couldn't

rat.nbow broken

flnd any such reference. Another scribe
I contacted through the Web infomed
me that the Dcz'czf K'dosfez." says it

spread so that it in some way reduces
God's potential anger.
To turn this negative anger into a
positive I had a view to including it
into the word "porcfez.in ", flourished,
when the text talks about the
establishment of Israel (6:10) -the
complete reverse of its original

rainbow example

context! Rabbi Meyer felt this was very
powerful, because it attached a very
specific message of hope in the
darkness of the event.
To create a tradition it was decided
that at the sz.)a/#", which would not be
on yo77c Hcz5'%oczfe itself, we would write

`nxpqftyi##h

rainbow of colours
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never, I suspect, a familiar friend .
Footnotes
tAn acronymn to describe the sribal arts made

from the initials of Sefer Torah, T'fillin and
M'zuzah.
2See Rabbi Meyer's discussion in the last issue

of Marma.
3Keset Hasof er based on Menachot 3Tb.

:_:::,=':
¥-t.^n

the liturgy to commemorate yo77t
f7¢s%oczfe, a source of comfort though

the last six letters to represent the six
million dead. The last six letters
appearing after the large "me77t"
mentioned above.
No doubt other so¢z.77€ will find other

4See www.bayit02.freeserve.co.uk for more
details on this.
5With the possible exception of `)JwcJ ' which

when not filled in can resemble a small
`samech ' according to some authorities
6For more on this see Kolatch, 7%s I.s rorczA,
pp211-249.

7Importantly, the Rambam notes that the
absence of /c!ggz.# does not make the work
pasul.
MARC IVIICIIAELS frcz!.#ed cis' cz scr!.be I/#der
Vivian Solomon z't'l for many years. He holds
an MA in Jewish Studies from the Leo Baeck

College but, in his other life, Marc is the
Director Of Direct and Relationship Marketing
f or the Central Oj:f ice Of Irformation. Mare has
the only scribal website in the UK at
www.bayit02.freeserve.co.uk
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TIBET TRAGEDY
N THE SUMMER OF 2001 I WAS
the Rosfe -head - of an RSY-Netzer
Shemesh camp. There were many
special people on my team of leaders,
but one person in particular affected my

I

Rebecca Kay

life.

each other.

Keldor, a Tibetan volunteer, came
over to learn how to be a leader as part
of the Tibetan-Jewish Youth Exchange
(TJYE). At the time I thought that this
was a long-established organization.
But I later learnt that it had not yet
been set up, and this was the flrst stage

Whilst Keldor was working with
Longsho, I became an RSY-Netzer
movement worker. One of RSY-

in the process.

Keldor explained that he had met
Kalela Lancaster, a graduate of the
Noam youth movement and had been
inspired by her description of Zionist
youth movements. He and four of his
friends had come to the UK to spend
the summer in various Jewish youth
movement summer camps to lean how
to be leaders. He told us all that many
Tibetan people were living in exile in
India, and that those who remained in
Tibet were suffering from extreme
prejudice and struggling to practice
their culture or religion. It was the first
time that I had heard about the
problems of the Tibetan people, and I
was shocked.

I remember one moment with great
clarity. All the leaders were having a
meeting when a wasp flew in. One
leader stood up and tried to kill the
wasp. Then Keldor gently intervened,
cupped his hands around the wasp and
released it out of the window. His
belief in the importance of the wasp's
life had a profound impact on me.
On his return from Shemesh, Keldor
worked with his friends to set up
"Longsho" the Tibetan youth
movement. They did this with the full
support of the Dalai Lama, who having
met a group of American Rabbis,
declared that he wanted to promote
working together with Jews "sharing
the secrets of exile". He felt that the
two comlnunities had much to teach
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Netzer's core values is #4ike£72 o/cz772 -

repair of the world. This is a value that
I am personally passionate about. I felt
that, as a movement worker, it was
important that I do something to repair
the wider world. I became part of the
core committee of TJYE, and became
increasingly involved.
Following two years of movement
work, I had itchy feet and wanted to go
somewhere in the world. I had wanted
to uphold the mitzvali of giving 10 per
cent of your salary to tzedakah, but had
not been in a financially viable position
to do this. I felt that I could give my
time instead. I wanted to go away but
as I really value being part of a
community, I knew that travelling
around was not for me. I felt
increasingly compelled to go to work
with the Tibetans. Together with an
ex-Habonim movement worker, Lissa,
we made plans to work in India with
the exiled Tibetan youth.
When Lissa and I arrived in India
we realised what an immense task lay
ahead. The Tibetans, like the Jews, are
facing the problem of assimilation.
Those Tibetans born in India into
exile had never even been to Tibet.
They struggle to keep their language,
culture and identity alive. This was
particularly difficult in Dharamasala,
the main Tibetan settlement, as the area
is something of a tourist attraction, and
Westerners constantly visit.
There was another group that we
worked with; Tibetans born in China.
In China they suffer such prejudice and
discrimination that they struggle to
receive education. They are forbidden

to learn about Tibetan culture or to
speak in the Tibetan language, so they
too are losing their identity. The
children are smuggled across the
border, often by trekking over the
snow-covered Himalayas, walking in
the right without food or sleep. These
children are placed in huge boarding
schools where they are given an
education. The schools become their
homes, and their housemates become

their fillies.
Longsho brings these two groups
together, helping to create a
community, giving the boarding school

pupils a holiday, and educating all the
young people about their religion and
culture. The participants are only
allowed to speak pure Tibetan on
camp. Longsho has been running now
for three years, with summer and
winter camps and regular activities in
the Dharalnasala area.
Our job was to set up a second base
in a place that looked very close on the

map but tuned out to be a fourteen
hour bus .journey away on a local bus.
We were told that the name Dickyling
meant "happy place", so we had high
hopes.

We got to put our RSGB experience
to good use, running a course for new
leaders. I adapted the RSY-Netzer
course that I had developed during my
time in the movement. We then worked
together to plan and run activities in
five new schools. Once we had proved
that we could do it, we hosted a joint
winter camp together with the
Dharamasala community.
I did find it challenging to live in a
different society with different social
norms, but once the local residents had
got over their initial shock that we were
women who did not just stay at home,
and got to know us, we were made to
feel at home and part of their
colrmunity.
The Dalai Lama regularly invites
everyone who wants to meet him to
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come and be blessed. I went along and
took a g#cfcz which is a Tibetan prayer
scarf as a gift to him to bless him. He
gave me a red piece of string that he
had blessed to ward off evil spirits, just
like the Kabbalists, and I was struck
once again by the similarities between
our two communities. On meeting him,
I went to bow and greeted him in
Tibetan. This made him laugh.
I went to the Tibetan museum and
whilst looking at the photos and videos
and hearing people's biographies I was
suddenly struck that this could have
been a museum of the Shoah. We say
"never again" yet here it was,

happening somewhere else in the
world. I just sat down and cried. It
made me realize how pleased I was
that I was able to do something to help.
This was strengthened by the gratitude
of the young people. They were
constantly thanking us and the Tibetan
leaders for our contribution and so
valued the education that they receive.
It brought to light how little they had.
To me the Tibetans became an
inspiration. They claim that they are
assimilated and not religious, but their
religion has become a central part of
their culture. They say mantras if they
are scared - we would find children

I wehi to the Tibetan
ryi:useum and whilst

looking at the photos
and videos and
hearing people 's
biographies I was
suddenly struck that
this could have been
a museum Of the
Shoah. Tine say `never

again' yct here it
was, happening
somewhere else in
the world. I just sat
down and cried.

praying as they were about to sit an
exam. Their religious values are
reflected in their behaviour. They are
also loving and peaceful and they have
respect for every living creature.
The last week that we were in
Dickyling was Hanukkah. We wanted
to share Hanukkah with the community
and we also wanted to thank them, so
we held a Hanukkah party, playing
dreidels and eating doughnuts. We told
them the Hanukkah story. For me it
had always felt like an old story, but it
moved the Tibetans. It was relevant to
them right now, and it affected them. It
just highlighted how very special our
connection is as Jews to the Tibetan
people. We share a common story with
common problems. Perhaps now we
need to work together to find solutions.
Now that I am back in the UK, I
worry that as I get a job and settle into
my new home I will forget the
commitment that I made to the
Tibetans. I have decided to sponsor a
child from Tibet to receive a Tibetan
education in India .
REBECCA KAY !.s' a grczdzza/e I.# )/o#ffe cr7tc7

community work, a former RSY-Netzer
Movement worker who now works as a youth
and community worker for the YMCA in East
Anglia.
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dealings as an "importer of curiosities",
the diaries of his travels on the
Continent, and many of his personal
letters, is exceptional. Arthur Bamett in
his History Of the Western Synagogue
describes Isaac as ``an antique dealer of
Wardour Street whose trade papers are
of such interest that they have been
deposited in the Jewish Museum."
Some of John Coleman Isaac' s papers
remain with my family. These and the
archive (now at the Hartley Library,
Southampton University) paint a vibrant
picture of the expanding opportunities
for small English businessmen, and for
the Jews who formed part of the bustling
London scene between 1815 and 1846.

THIS PEDDLER BECAME
A l^7EST END SHOPKEEPER
Elaine Moss

T

IH EXTRAORDINARY TIHNG

about John Coleman Isaac, a man
whose life so closely follows the
course ofAnglo-Jewish development in
the first half of the nineteenth century,
is that we know so much about him.
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That such an ordinary Jew, born about
1803 , who started adult life as a peddler
and died a comfortably-off gentleman
in 1877 with a house in London's
Gordon Street, should have preserved
his papers, including records of his

John Coleman Isaac was blown along
on the prevailing winds of the Industrial
Revolution. It transformed his ability to
travel when buying goods for his
emporium;insteadoflaboriousjoumeys
to Venice by coach and horses he was
able to use the new "rail road" and the
new steamships that sailed the
continental rivers.
At the same time, the liberal
movement in nineteenth century
politics gave greater freedom to Jews
in practice, though the various
disabilities were not fmally removed
in law until the middle of the century.
For instance, Jews were not allowed to
operate retail trade in the City of
London. But they could, and did, have
warehouses there, a foot in the door.
Nor could they as practising Jews
become Members of Parliament until
mid-century. This was a religious
rather than a racial bar and secular Jews
were admitted as Members because
they, unlike their synagogue-going
brethren, were willing to take the Oath
of Allegiance on a Bible containing the
New Testament.
But it was not only through
developments in transport and in the
liberalizing political atmosphere that
the world of the poorer London Jew
was to be transformed in the early-tomid-nineteenth century. London itself,
west of Temple Bar, spread octopuslike in the Regency and early-Victorian

periods, the newly built Squares
attracting wealthy professionals and
successful business people. John
Nash's Regent Street was designed not
only as a thoroughfare from the villas
in Regent's Park through to Pall Mall,
but also to forln a frontier between the
rich residents in the Squares and the
artisans in the less salubrious areas
around the Strand and Covent Garden.
Indigent Jewish tradesmen rode the
tide from settlements in the east of the
City over to the west of it, hoping to
provide the many services the well-off
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required.
So it is in the Strand that we first
hear of John Coleman Isaac. He was
born in 1803, the fourth child and only
son of Joseph Isaac "born in foreign
parts" about 1776, according to the
1841 Census, and Mary who was born
in Aldgate a little earlier. Isaac pGre is
variously described as "clothes
salesman" and "tailor", renting rooms
at various addresses in Holywell Street,
by the Aldwych, in Chandos Street and
in the Strand.
John Coleman Isaac also started his
working life as a "Cloths Salesman" as
we know from a Sun Insurance policy
taken out when he was 1 9 years of age
and already in some way associated
with the Davies family into which he
was to marry. The Davies family,
Gabriel Davies, his two sons and his
daughter Sarah, were "importers of
curiosities" operating a small business
in Craven Street which ran from the
Strand right down to the shores of the

Thames - there was no built-up
Embankment then. It was home at the
top to the kind of attorneys Dickens
was later to describe, whilst coal barges
plied their trade at the bottom.
It is likely that John Coleman Isaac
and Sarah Davies met at the Western
Synagogue which had been granted a
lease in 1797, enabling it to be built on
the site of the old Sans Souci Theatre
in Denmark Court off the Strand, on a
small part of the site of the present

John Colenan Isaac
was blown along on the
prevailing winds Of the
IndIAstrial Revolution, It

transformed his ability
to travel when buying
goods f;or his emporium;
instead Of laborious
journeys to Wehice by

coach and horses he
was able to use the ne:w

"rail road" cued the ne:w

steamships that sailed
the corulnental rivers.
Strand Palace Hotel. With the
movement of Ashkenazi Jewish
families over to the west of Temple
Bar, the long walk to their City
Synagogues, the Great, the Hambro
and the New, had provided the impetus
for the establishment of a "Western"
place of worship nearer to their homes.
In 1808 the City synagogues, fearful
that they would lose members
permanently, ruled that membership of

this Western Synagogue must be
restricted to Jews living within six
miles west of Temple Bar - that is to
say no Jew living in the City itself or
residing in the countryside could join
it. The result was a membership mainly
of tradesmen in watches, quills, cigars;
of craftsmen; of minor businessmen in
the Covent Garden fruit market; and of
servants. In 1809 a by-law stated that
"no flunkey in livery" could receive a
mitzvah.
Since, at the beginning of the
nineteenth
century,
the
City
synagogues owned the only Jewish
burial grounds in London, members of
the Western who wanted a Jewish
burial (as they all did) were obliged
also to maintain their membership of a
City institution. Despite the later
purchase of land for the Westem's own
cemeteries, in Mile End and Brompton,
John Coleman Isaac remained a
member of the New Synagogue in the
City whilst also paying his dues
regularly throughout his adult life to
the Western in its varying locations.
"Paid Mr Kisch Sholl (sic) bill £2.2 &
3/- perquisite for hinself" is a typical
and oft repeated entry in John Coleman
Isaac's Waste Book. He also records
every charitable payment - ``paid Mr
Kisch 10/6 on behalf of the persecuted
Jews of Damaskus (sic) and Rhodes"
(25 June 1840) and gave regularly to
"The Philanthropical Society", possibly
continued on next page

Gordon Street in Victorian times (where John Coleman Isaac had a house and where he died).
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of £21 a quarter to a Mr Lipscombe for
a shop in John Nash's cunently-underconstruction Quadrant, as the southern
end of Regent Street was known. In the
same week he ``bought of Phillips at
Bond Street a pair of Bronze
Candlesticks and a Bronze Inkstand"
for 10s 6d, and paid his landlord Mr

The Western Jewish Philanthropic
Organisation, and to what he calls
"Jewish Children", probably the

Western Institution for the Education
and Clothing of Poor Jewish Children,
subsequently The Western Free School
for Jewish Boys and Girls.
Taught to read, write and calculate
possibly at a Dame School - there was
a shameful lack of educational

Lipscombe £1.15.6d "for Oil Cloth",

10s 6d for "Lock", and 5s 6d for
"[H]Earth Rug".

In 1809 VIestern

John and Sarah had clearly planned
to open a shop as well as to live at 12

Synagogue by-law
stated that "no flunkey
in livery" could receive

Wardour Street. Wardour Street was
an important old thoroughfare, part of
which was still called Prince's Street,
leading from what is now Oxford Street
down to King's Mews in Trafalgar
Square; in 1828 there was no
Shaftesbury Avenue (1866) cutting
across it, nor was there a Charing Cross

cl mitzvah.
facilities for poor Jewish children
before the foundation of the Jews Free
School in 1819 -Isaac was able and
ambitious. His talents were recognized
by old Gabriel Davies, the Importer of
Curiosities at 41 Craven Street, who
clearly had his eye on John not only as
a husband for Sarah but as a colleague
in the business. As he wrote to his
daughter Sarah, clearly herself a
capable businesswoman, in one of the
earliest letters from the Continent in
the archive, "regards to Mr Isaac and
his wife and daughter, one besides on
young John Isaac". John Coleman
Isaac and Sarah Davies were maITied

Road (1877) to the east of it. It was the

home of many old "curiosity shops"
and of furniture makers, including
Thomas Sheraton who had lived at No.
106. W. E. Gladstone is on record as

having looked for old china there later
in the century, and the London
Encyclopaedia suggests that many of
the emporia had a somewhat dubious
reputation: the term "Wardour Street"
was coined to describe anything overflorid such as the omate Gothic revival
furniture of the period, or the writing
in some of the more sensational
historical novels then in vogue.
Isaac described himself as an
"Importer of Curiosities".
The
"enlightenment" having stimulated a

in 1824 or 1825, living at 41 Craven
Street until 1St April 1828 when they

moved to rented accommodation at 12
Wardour Street.
J. C. Isaac's "Waste Book", the day
to day ledger from which much of the
information about his business life has
been gleaned , records a short period in
January 1827, when he was paying rent

thirst for collecting scientific as well as
historical and religious objects, it
describes accurately the activities of a
dealer like Isaac whose eclectic
purchases for his shop reflect the

-
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passions of his client collectors: silver,
china, coins, shells, damask, tapestries,

furniture, crucifixes, paintings, old
Bibles, mosaics, clocks, looking
glasses, busts and above all armour,
often in need of considerable repair.
The Gothic revival was in the air: Sir
Walter Scott had, by 1819, brought
medieval England, and its attitude to
Jews, to life in Jva73feoe, and the PreRaphaelites were on the horizon.
John Coleman Isaac's "Waste
Book", a ledger mostly in his
handwriting, records almost every
outgoing penny from 1825, when he
joined the business of Gabriel Davies
and his family, until the tantalising last
entry, 1St August 1845 "Paid for a Book

at Kirtons Portland Street" . This was
probably a ledger in which to continue
the Waste Book. From the extant
Waste Book we know the names of all
his clients - who included Ralph
Bemal, a Jewish MP since 1818, one
of "Pitt's Jews" who had been prepared
to take the Oath of Allegiance on a
Bible containing the New Testament
as well as the Old, Lady Charlotte
Bury, who failed to pay her bills on
time, Sir Samuel Meyrick much of
whose collection of armour was to find
its way into the Wallace Collection and
Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton. We know
the names of the craftsmen who
restored armour for Isaac, the gilders,
the metal-workers, the glass and china
repairers, the picture restorers, the
framers. Many of these would be set to
work as soon as packing cases arrived
from Hamburg or Venice after John
Coleman Isaac had taken a continental
trip. Cases were marked with a code,
contents meticulously listed, and they
travelled by sea in ships whose names
and whose captains' names we also
know: "Clear'd from the King's
Warehouse Custom House 1 Case
marked DD No 19 by the `George and
Anne' from Hamburg". Various
dealings with the said Customs House,
not always amicable, are also recorded.
As the Industrial Revolution began
to reshape Britain, the Waste Book
records Isaac delivering goods to
various parts of the country

progressively by road,. by the newly
dug canals and by the railway.
February 1830 "Sent by Coach Peveril of the Peak - direct to Mr
Abrahams, to be left at Bush Inn
Carlisle till called for Box No 4
containing 2 Pieces of Mosaic... one
Carved Skeleton and a Carved
Crucifix"; June 1834 "del'd to the Aix
Inn, Aldemanbury one case directed
to Mr Williams Brown Esq, Chapel
Allerton, Leeds to be conveyed by the
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the horrid thing stopped."
No such fears for John Coleman
Isaac, from whose three extant
Continental Diaries (1844, 1845 and
1846 -or 5604, 5605 and 5606 as he
also labelled them) it is clear that he

Drawing Of suit Of armour f;ound by
Gabriel Davies in Germany, 1821. Top
right corner - cursive Hebrew script.
Huddersfield Canal Boat "; June 1842
"Sent to the Great Western Railway

Paddington two cases addressed to
David Archer Esq, Courtenay House,
Shrivenham, Berks. . ." (my emphasis).
Paddington Station had only been
opened in 1838 and the railways were
still viewed with great apprehension.
In 1842 we find Thomas Carlyle
describing a journey on the Liverpool
and Manchester Railway thus: "I was
dreadfully frightened before the train
started; in the nervous state I was in, it
seemed to me certain that I should
faint, from the impossibility of getting

personally used every available form
of transport for his buying trips abroad.
From these diaries, kept in little
notebooks with a description of his
travels on one side of the opening and
his financial accounts with lists of
purchases - "set [of] Dresden plates
16s.8d" -on the other, we know not
only the routes he took through
continental Europe - just before the
uprisings of 1848 made travelling even
more dangerous - but also how
important it was to Isaac to observe the
Sabbath. The last entry in the 1846
Diary reads: ``Left Venice on Sunday
moming at half past Eleven o'Clock
and arrived in Milan on Monday
Evening at 6 o'Clock the 26th Oct, left
Milan on Tuesday 27th at 12 o'Clock
passed the St. Gothard in a sledge on
Wednesday and arrived on Wednesday
night at Basle... Freyburg... and then
by Rail [to] Manheim, remained in
Manheim for the Sabbath and left... for
Mayence by Steam Boat... arrived in
Cologne... Ostend... by coach to Calais

and arrived in London by Rail on
Wednesday Evening 4th Nov 1846

accompanied with my wife and being
absent above 12 Weeks".
Because Sarah was with him on this
journey, there are none of the husband/
wife letters in the archive for this
period but instead, and in some ways
more revealing, there are letters fo John
Coleman Isaac from their faithful

servant Mary Ann Morris, paid, often
in arrears, £7 a year. Mary Ann was
left in Wardour Street not only to mind
the shop but also to look after John's
mother, now in her seventies and
slightly over-anxious, perhaps, for
news of her only son. In a letter dated
August 15 1846 Mary Ann writes:
"...your Dear Mother is thank God

quite well... we make ourselves very
Comfortable together[.] I hope you will
make yourselves perfectly happy about
the house [,] you may depend on me I
aln more Carefull now than I was... I
hope both yourself and my Mistress is
in the Enjoyment of good Health [.]do
not Fatigue her to (sic) much with
Travelling." In a further letter Mary
writes about family gossip and a
forthcoming wedding and adds ``your
dear Mother sends her kind love... and
she says she shall make herself more
happy now she has a Letter fi.om you."
John and Sarah Isaac had no
children. Perhaps because of this John
took a great interest in the evergrowing families of his three sisters.
His sister Hannah had married Joseph
Levy and had eight children, the

youngest of whom, Fanny, was to
marry Barnett Joshua Simmons, a
theatrical costumier of King Street,
Covent Garden - my great
grandmother and great-grandfather.
Fanny's sister, Matilda Levy was
unmarried and ran John Coleman
Isaac's home in Gordon Street for him
in his later years. Matilda was the main
beneficiary of his Will and she in her
turn left their furniture, china, glass to
her sister Fanny Simmons, my
mother's Grandmother. Which is why,
as I write, I can look up and see some
charming Dresden china pieces bought by John Coleman Isaac on one

of his many continental journeys .
ELA"E TVA:OSS is now retired but worked in
the field Of children's books and journalism. A
collaborative article with her nephew Martin
Levy on John Coleman Isaac and the antique
trczde czppeczrec7 !.# The Joumal of the History of
Collections, OC/P 2002.
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Following A4:4NZVA 's "Symposium" on

Dresden china bought by John Coleman Isaac
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thesubject(A4:4NZVA81,Autumn2003),

Hsten, to pay attention..." He imagines

the Palestinian side as well as the Israeli

to which I made a brief contribution,
there was Rabbi Dow Marmur's
eloquent yet disdainful polemic

-and this is the core of his complaint -

side.

that this is about attending only to ``the
inner self... rather than the mitzvot" and
is "a narcissistic focus on the self". In
this mis-reading he aligns himself with
Rabbi Marmur' s anxieties.

I would like to give an example to
show that they are made aware of the
Palestinian view of the conflict. But
they are not aware of the Israeli side of
things. It is only one of many examples

One wonders what they make of the
Psalmist's injunction to "Be still and
know that I am God" (46:10)? It does
seem that the articulation of the
importance for our Judaism on our
personal capacities for reflection and
inwardness, the development of our
attentiveness to what goes on within
us, and around us, and between us,
does cause varying degrees of
consternation. It is not my intention
here to analyse the reasons for this.
Suffice it to say that if one takes to

I could have chosen.

(A44IVIV4 82, Winter 2004) which
included a critique of spirituality as on

the one hand Christian and therefore,
by implication, a bad thing and on the
other hand needing to be "grounded in
Torali" and, therefore, one supposes, a
good thing.
When referring to the rabbinic
contributions to this Symposium,
Rabbi Mamur expressed his concern
that he "found no reference to Torah as
the primary Jewish source for...
spirituality". I will let the otber
contributors speak for themselves, but
I found his remark curious in the light
of my references to, in a mere 500word piece, Torah study, ethical
actions (mitzvot), the centrality of the
Sfee77ccz and Shabbat, the celebration of

life events, festival celebrations,
colrmunity prayer...
Although I am in broad agreement
with Rabbi Marmur's comments about
the feel-good approach to spirituality and, ironically, spent a good part of my
book on spirituality, 772e 4/pfeczbe/ o/
Pczrczdise, offering my own critique of
spirituality lite and the narcissism of a
spirituality too heavily dependent on
emotionality - it is strange how
selectively, and distortedly, people
read, and mis-read, and project things
onto, what one writes about this elusive
subject.
Raymond Goldman's letter in the
last issue of A4:4NZVA (No. 83, Spring

2004) is a good example of that. As it
involves an czd %o77tz.72e772 attack on my

own contribution to the Symposiuln, it
justifies a response. His first criticism
is that when I mention the study of
Torah - so it is there, it seems - I
suggest that this should be done "in a
reflective way". To study Torah in a
non-reflective way would be an
interesting experiment, but probably
not as productive for insight, and action
- the next thing I inention after Torah
study is in fact "helping someone in
need" - as bringing to bear on Torah
texts as much of our intellectual,
emotional and spiritual capabilities as

we can muster without assuming
before we sit down that we know
what the text ``means" or is supposed
to be teaching us.
How often I've had to sit through
shiurim where the egos of teachers and/
or students get in the way of nstening to
what these extraordinary texts are
saying - but then Mr Goldman is also
not happy with my understanding of the
opening words of the S7!e77?cz: "Learn to
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heart Martin Buber's maxin, quoted
by Mr Goldman, that one is to ``Start
with oneself..." someone will always
come along and say one is ignoring the
interpersonal, the ethical, the mitzvot.
Like the Jewish mother who offers her
child a choice of chicken soup or
chopped liver to start the meal, and
when told by the child that they'd like
the liver, demands to know what's
wrong with her soup.
But those who write about the

potential confusion between, as Mr
Goldman puts it, "self-righteousness
and genuine piety" - in relation to these
attempts to balance "inwardress" with
"worldliness" - in Arthur Green's

formulation - may perhaps need to
reflect a little longer on the unspoken
assumptions contained in phrases they
use such as "mainstream Jewish
philosophy", "normative Jewish teaching", "authentically Jewish lifestyle",
and indeed "genuine piety". For who
now amongst us has sufficient righteousness, piety, and yes, the capacity
for spiritual reflectiveness, to set themselves up as the fmal arbiters of what is
"genuine" and "authentic", a rhetorical
adjective also much-favoured by Rabbi
Marmur. And what are the guardians
of the "normative" and the "mainstream" to do when the cloud moves
on, as it did in the wildemess, to some
previously unknown place?
Rabbi Howard Cooper
Finchley, London

ISRAEL'S SIDE

Aim:.dDisef:U±Sh:;a:o!::rk:en:cd:
one of the panel spoke of two truths that
our young should know about Israel -

®holo by AFP)

Above is a picture widely published
in newspapers on the ls` November,
captioned "A Palestinian woman
expresses her anger after Israeli
Defence Forces detonated an explosive
belt they found in the house, destroying

the ground and first floor of tbe
building in the village of Hizmeh near
Jerusalem".
The essential context of this story
was printed in the Jerusalem Post. The
Israeli Defence Forces, acting on
intelligence, captured the woman's
husband who admitted that he planned
to carry out a suicide bombing with an
explosive belt hidden under his baby
daughter's bed. Soldiers evacuated the
building safely before detonating the
explosive.
The force of the explosion that was
intended to massacre Israeli civilians
was clearly apparent by the collapse of
the first floor of the house. However,

the photo made out that the woman
was just a poor Palestinian woman and
that the army had blown up the
building where she lived without
justification. In fact she was the wife
of a man intent on creating horrendous
camage on the streets of Jerusalem.
The incident illustrates the appalling
Palestinian use of children as human
shields. It also indicates the quality of
Israeli intelligence, which is under the
constant threat of terror. It is clear that
none of this would have been apparent
to anyone looking at the picture and
caption.
It was another presentation of "cruel
Israel aggression". The cumulative

effect of years of media coverage that
vilifies Israel is having a direct effect
on the way Jews, as well as others,
view the State of Israel and some of
our leaders are not helping the
situation.

Lynette Ordman,
Stanmore, Middx
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LATEST NEWS FROM TIRE
i-semitism front in Europe is
t experience is at odds with
headlines and statistics. These register an
increasing nulnber of incidents at synagogues, in cemeteries, and especially in
France, of attacks on individual Jews. But
France with its large Muslim immigrant
andmarginalisedpopulationrunninginto
millions remains a one-off.
Elsewhere in western Europe the overwhelming majority of Jews lead
undisturbed lives. In the fairy-tale castle
town in north east Germany where I have
my offlcial residence, our Jewish community centre is one of the few in Europe
who have no permanent security, provided by either the police or by our
members. That is not negligence - the
police chief and I have no difficulty talking and joking together and do so
regularly both socially and professionally. We simply do not need security
because we are not merely tolerated but
welcomed with warmth and personal
kindness. I walk around the town late at
night in my black hat, and the only hassle
I get are repeated "good evening, rabbi".
Beyond that, German society, like the
rest of western Europe, is unrecognis-

ably different from the way it was
seventy years ago. The open, liberal,
pick, mix and match society in which we
now live has antiracism as a landmark
feature of its ideology. That does not
always translate into individual attitudes.
But exceptions are just that, and face
legal sanctions.
Undoubtedly the biggest inoculation
against anti-semitism is the high rate of
intermarriage In Germany the official
figure is said to be 75 per cent. In reality
it is over 90 per cent. Again with the
exception of France, the rest of Europe
has the same rates. And it becomes ever

harder for protestant grandparents with
Jewish grandchildren, or agnostic aunts
and uncles with Jewish nephews and
nieces to be seriously anti-semitic.

#
After six years its founding rabbi,

Pini -BYE
short SAATCHI
for Pinchas? -SHUL.
Dunner
S0 BYE
is throwing in the tallit. For once the
official reason why he is walking out
contains more than a thimble of truth. At
the age of 33 he is going into business.

For no one can bring up five children - a
total which he will no doubt have
doubled by the time he is forty - on a
rabbinic salary and live in the London
style of his lawyer, accountant and
venture capitalist congregants.
His flock will limp on without bin
for a while. But with his going, the
Saatchi experiment ends in failure. It was
meant to recapture the lost or loosely
committed under-forty professionals for
eastern European traditional Judaism.
With singing, dancing and Shabbat
candle lit dinners Pini did indeed haul
them back -all 250 of them. That is the
grand and final total of the Saatchi shut
membership. And it is not viable for a
Central London congregation.
Pini's parting proves that the magic
of Saatchi hype may help to take Conservatism off the shelf again. But it
carmot sell mediaeval Judaism to young
professionals moulded by science, secularism and the prospect of million pound
bonuses. The more so as behind the spin,
Pini stuck to the hard line orthodoxy of
the Adas Yisroel rabbis whence he came
and to which he now skips back.

i4

Ass:s::;F:;Es::Th:oTfa:s:a?¥
wedding which one young woman
described as the most beautiful she had
ever attended. Being conducted by visiting American rabbis, LOVE was writ
large in the ceremony. Clearly it was
more-ish, for I dashed straight from the
reception to seek the company of another
couple who, with some assistance from
myself, will be tightening their knot
before this July slips into August. As I
drove away from them I suddenly heard
myself shout at the car radio: "What?" It
hadjusttoldmethatduringtheaftemoon
Chuppah ceremony another young
woman had been murdered in the sleepy
hamlet where I have lived for 42 years.
"Barbecue Bloodbath" one tabloid headline yelled next moming. My immediate
problemwastogethomeinspiteofroads
closed by the police and blocked by the
media. I then double locked my door,
even though men who shoot down their
estranged wives or ex lovers do not go
on to take it out on elderly gents, however
near they live. At the time of whting the
media and the police have gone , I hope
for another 42 years, and the man who
was seen driving away with his gun is in
the top security jail at Belmarsh. And I
continue to worry about the moral of it
all. Is it never to go to a Jewish wedding
on a Sunday afternoon? Or do deadly

events that ruffle the weekend routine
have no moral? That thought I sought to
despatchmorequicklythanthebullethad
my near neighbour. With fresh sermons
to deliver every Friday night and Saturday moming, I could not survive in so
bleak a landscape.

ILTON SHULMAN, LONDON'S

M#

best known theatre critic, was
like Rabbi Hugo Gryn in that he
never went on the radio without a fresh
supplyofJewishjokes.Andsomeofthem
cheered up his wife, children and motley
mates at his recent funeral. There they
werenotmatchedbykaddishoranyother
Jewish prayers. For no rabbi was asked
to officiate. Shulman gave up on his
Judalsm early in his adult life. The jokes
remaineditsonlyJewishfeature.Andun1ike Judaism, they died with him.

#
rthodox nieces - three by blood

id three
by marriage
- will fork
NT ONE
OF MY
SIX ULTRAout £1,000 or more for a new wig. And
never mind the ruling by a rabbi in their
camp, that the wigs they wear are not
kosher because they contain hair snipped
from Indian ladies on their way to worship in Hindu temples. My practical girls
simply found a more sensible rabbi who
ruled their wigs to be kosher. That is the
merit of the utter chaos within the world
of halachah. You can always get another
ruling. What that does for the credibility
oftheirbrandisaquestionwhich,equally
sensibly, they never ask.

#
The passions roused by the Iraq war

IKNOW
I AMwhich
BEATEN.
raisedWHEN
one question
I never
saw or heard asked by anyone. So I
determined to ask it in this spot. Until Sir
John Keegan, the outstanding military
historian, mshed into print ahead of me
and put it better than I could. "If those
who show themselves so eager to denounce the American President and the
British Prime Minister feel strongly
enough on the issue," he demanded in the
Dczz./y re/eg7'itzpfa, "will they explain their

reasons for wishing that Saddam Hussein
should still be in power in Baghdad." I
am as keen to know as Keegan I
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF is !fee regz.o#c!/
rabbi in North East Germany. He has previously
served congregations in Wimbledon, Brighton,
Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle upon
Tyne. He trained at Leo Baeck College, and
started in the rabbinate as con assistcmt to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.

THE STEF}NBERG CENTRE FOP JUDAISM

AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80 East End F]oad, Finchley, at the heart of London's Jewish community,
is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of Britain's Be form Movement, the Leo Baeck College -Centre for Jewish Education, Akiva School
and the New North London Masorti Synagogue. The Centre provides many programmes and amenities, including
a library, bookshop, The Strudel Caf6, biblical garden and extensive grounds.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.
NHS LUNCHTIME RECITAL
Thursday 15th July 1.15pm -2pm

Naomi Hyamson (mezzo) and Stephen Pose
(piano) present the music of Leonard Bernstein
and Stephen Sondheim. The Strudel Caf6 is
open from 8.30am -5.30pm .for lunch and

snacks

JEWISH GENEALOGY WORKSHOP
Sunday 5 September at 4pm:
Guidance in tracing your roots, in association
with the Jewish Genealogical Association of
Great Britain.
The Jewish Museum, Finchley Tel: 020 83491143
email: enquiries@jewishmuseum.org.uk

For further info call June Lewis Tel:020 8349 5724
JEWISH MUSEUM EXHIBITION

THE STOHY OF JEWISH LONDON
Thursday 14 October at 8pm

EAST END -WEST END
MAPCH - OCTOBEF] 2004

An illustrated talk by Dr. Gerry Black,

A revival of the popular exhibition chronicling
Jewish life in London's West End. This exhibition

including: `Living Up West' and `Jewish London:
An lllustrated History'. Tel: 020 83491143
enquiries@jewishmuseum.org.uk

was first shown in 1994 and was one of the most
successful ever staged at the Jewish Museum,

author of several books on Jewish London

Finchley. This exhibition, and the Jewish
Museum's permanent displays, will give a chance

WATEF]COLOUF3 COUF]SE
With Linda Gervertz

to compare East End and West End experiences

Course starts October 13th 2004
A ten week course for all levels of experience

- and allow for plenty of nostalgic memories!

For full details and accompanying events
Telephone 020 83491143
Email: enquiries@jewishmuseum.org.uk

LEO BAECK COLLEGE CENTF3E FOF] JEWISH EDUCATION

THE SHIUR -Autumn Semester
Study the torah with the finest teachers
and students.
Themes From the Book of Deuteronomy
Commencing September 28th 2004
Telephone 020 8349 5600
HALF DAY SEMINAR

for adult learners & teachers
Sunday 17`h October 2004 1 pin- 4.45pm
Sessions will include text study with our rabbis,

Art - Music - Poetry. Hebrew, sessions for
educators and contemporary discussions
For more information contact Pamela Hartog
pamela.hartog@lbc-cje.ac.uk

with an emphasis on individual tuition.

Wednesdays 7.30pm -10pm
Telephone June Lewis 020 8349 5724
THE FtEFORM CHAVUFtAH
An Egalitarian, Partic.Ipatory L.Iving Judaism.

The Peform Chavurah encourages people in
their 20s and 30s to find their own connection to
Judaism. We offer social and cultural events for
Shabbats and Jewish holidays, social action
activities and Jewish study opportunities.
Join us for Peform Chavurah Fridays at the
Sternberg Centre on September 3rd and October
8th November 5th and December 3rd 2004.
Beform Chavurah Friday is a vibrant, participatory Shabbat service with powerful yet simple
melodies: 6pm Drinks and nibbles

Shabbat evening service at 6.30pm.
Three-course vegetarian dinner at 7.45pm.
Telephone: Joel 020 8349 5682.

